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Executive Summary
This report provides an overview and first results of the work on context centric information
analysis performed in the REVEAL project. The aim of the context centric analysis of social media
content items and users is to provide additional information for the purpose of revealing first and
second level modalities. The primary focus of the analysis is on geospatial, social and topical
context as well as a semantic analysis of the derived contexts.
The report at hand motivates the benefit of using context information for the detection and
analysis of hidden modalities. Subsequently it presents individual approaches to context extraction
and context centric analysis developed in the first ten months of the REVEAL project. The presented
approaches cover all of the three types of context mentioned above: geospatial, social and topical
context. Additionally, the report presents a draft architecture for the context analysis modules,
which also indicates how the methods will be integrated and how they will feed into the broader
picture of the REVEAL framework.
In more detail, the report describes several of the modules which are currently being developed in
WP4. Depending on the maturity of the module the report presents an overview of the applied
methods, some implementation details, first theoretical or empirical results as well as a draft for
the format of the messages exchanged between components. The components discussed in detail
cover:









Geospatial Context Extraction (Pre-)Processing
Geospatial Topic Model
Multimedia Geolocator
Focused Geospatial Exploration
Social Context Model for Users
Social Context Model for Content
User Language Model
Community Tracking Module

Furthermore some preliminary investigations into a Semantic Context Model component are
presented. The report concludes with an outlook at extensions of current method and a roadmap
towards a generic Topical Context Model component and a Semantic Context Model component is
given.
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1 Introduction
Context can be defined as “the circumstances that form the setting for an event, statement, or idea
and in terms of which it can be fully understood”1. If in this definition we generalize the concepts of
events, statements or ideas to information entities, we can say that context is an extension beyond
the information directly encoded in the entity. The extension provides information about the
circumstances of the entity, e.g. where, when and how it was created, which topics it addresses, for
whom it was intended and with whom it has been shared. This extended information provides the
context and, thereby, potentially valuable insights into the modalities of interest in the REVEAL
project.
More specifically, in REVEAL we envision a context centric analysis of social media users and
content items to provide information about first level modalities such as popularity, influence,
provenance, proximity and cross checking as well as second level modalities such as quality, truth,
controversiality and trends. Different modalities are addressed by different types of context and
combinations thereof. In particular, REVEAL addresses three important types of context: geospatial
context, social context and topical context.
Geospatial context: This aspect of context deals with information about the location associated
with an information entity. The information entity itself may be a user or a content item.
Furthermore the location might be provided implicitly by references to points of interest (e.g. a city,
a street or a monument), by shared multimedia items providing specific hints towards a location or
by discussed topics which are typical for certain regions. In these cases, automated approaches are
required to extract the geospatial context from social media items and the users who authored
them. In other cases the locations might also be provided explicitly via geo-tagged photos, an
address given in a user profile or by voluntarily shared GPS information of a mobile device. While
such volunteered geographic information (VGI) might be easily accessible, more accurate and
precise it bears the risk that users might tamper with such information. Thus, the parallel use of
automatic location extraction methods is required in such a setting as well.
Once a location has been identified it can be used to extend the geospatial context of a social
media item by including spatially related entities, topics or other users. This will allow for cross
checking and to evaluate the truth of reported events, to detect proximity of users and events but
also to connect to other types of context.
These relations between input data, extracted and aggregated geospatial context information and
how it will feed into the analysis of modalities is visualised in Figure 1.

1

Oxford Dictionaries, http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/context accessed: 18 August
2014
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Figure 1: Geospatial context concept chart

Social context: The social environment in which information entities are embedded defines its
social context. This social environment can be explicitly given. For instance in social networks users
express their social connections to other users by linking to them in directed or symmetric
relations. Alternatively in many cases the environment is also formed implicitly by interactions
among users or interactions around content items. In this case the relations and links between the
entities are formed instantaneously and based on the circumstances of discussions around specific
events or topics.
The social context helps to investigate the sub-communities evolving around topics and events.
Within such communities it is of course of interest who are the opinion leaders, who initiates
topics, who is influential and popular. At the same time, the social context provides insights about
the contents discussed, shared and commented in the sub-communities. Thereby also the
popularity and influence of content items is measured and tracked over information cascades. This
helps to trace the path information has taken and to reveal provenance information.
Figure 2 visualises how social context information is derived from raw input data on a conceptual
level and how it will feed into the analysis of modalities.

Provenance

Truth

Author

Comment

Topical
Interaction

Community
Interaction

Popularity

Controversiality
Content

Retweet
Leaders

Like/Upvote

Influence

Event
Interaction
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Figure 2: Social context concept chart

Topical context: The topics which are addressed by an information entity as well as the events it is
associated with provide a topical context. What constitutes a topic can be seen very differently and
this leads to very different representations, as well. Basic and complex events can constitute a topic
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which leads to the need of an event based analysis. Alternatively topics can be modelled as
probabilistic mixture models of terms occurring together. In this case the challenge is to infer such
probabilistic models from data observations. In some specific cases topics might even be given
explicitly by certain annotations, such as user tags or links to categorisation systems. Eventually,
topics can be related to locations, authors, user groups or time. This allows for a connection to
other contexts as well.
The topic context helps to provide information about modalities such as quality, trends, influence
or popularity. This can be achieved either by comparing various topics which are emerging
together, which are discussed by different user groups or which spread fast across community
boundaries.
Also for topical context the derivation of context information from social media and their use for
detection of modalities is visualised in a concept chart in Figure 3.
Author

Text
Proximity

Content

Tags

Topic Model
(location)

Links

Topic Model
(author)

Time

Topic Model
(community)

Temporal
emergence

Influence

Community
intersection

Popularity

Trends

Quality

Figure 3: Topical context conept chart

Furthermore, time plays in important role for many of the context information types. Either
because a moment in time provides directly valuable context information or because it allows for
the extraction of composed context information (e.g. reply cascades, movement information,
complex event compositions). Thus, time is an orthogonal concept of context which is spread across
all of the three previously listed dimensions of context analysis.
Finally, the distinct type of context can be linked and brought together for a joint semantic context
analysis, e.g. for measuring the consistency of location, people and topics involved. This interlinking
of context adds an additional layer of potential analytics and insights. In particular it allows to crosscheck for the coherence of locations, social context and topics. This analysis requires the
involvement of additional knowledge to bridge the context types. The challenge is to identify
relevant knowledge resources and build the link chains between the contexts.
With this report we will present some first results of the work performed in REVEAL to identify,
extract and analyse context information. The work is organized along tasks covering the three main
types of context as well as the joint semantic context analysis. Following the DoW, the tasks have
started at different points in time and have been active for periods of different length. Accordingly
this deliverable reports the current state of the work and represents different levels of maturity.
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However, all tasks have progressed very well and first theoretical and empirical results are
reported.
The rest of this document is structured as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the architecture
underlying the various modules and processes for the context extraction framework. In particular it
will also elaborate on how context features and functionality is integrated with the modalities
analysis framework in WP 5. Sections 3, 4, 5 and 6 describe the work and progress in the four tasks
of WP4, namely geospatial context extraction, social context extraction, topical context extraction
and semantic context analysis. Each of these sections is structured in a similar way and provides
links to the specific requirements in REVEAL, the analysed data sets and lists the individual
approaches and solutions. Section 7 summarizes the work and results in WP4 and gives an outlook
at the next steps to be taken.
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2 Architecture of the Context Extraction Framework
In this section we will give a high level overview of the architecture design of the context extraction
framework in WP4 and how it fits into the bigger picture of integration—in particular with WP5.
Furthermore, we describe from a technology viewpoint how components will be implemented and
how they interact with each other. Finally we give a brief overview of the envisioned components
in WP4 which are then described in more technical detail in subsequent sections.

2.1

WP4/5 architecture

The challenge of extracting context (i.e. WP4) from raw social media content, social network
analysis (i.e. WP2) and content analysis (i.e. WP3) is a multi-faceted one. As such we need an
architecture that is capable of supporting a range of different techniques, including (near) real-time
incremental processing activities (e.g. geo-parsing streams of content) and batch-style processing
activities (e.g. image indexing and feature analysis). Contextual data will appear asynchronously
could be incrementally updated as new evidence becomes available. It is also expected that
multiple analytic threads will run simultaneously (e.g. multiple new stories) and could have high
throughputs of social media content per thread (e.g. popular news stories which lots of people
comment on in social media).
To meet these challenges WP4 and WP5 support a distributed architecture based around a scalable
event-driven advanced message queue protocol (AMQP) message bus. Each event on the bus
represents an annotation, providing new contextual evidence associated with each social media
content item, person or group. Some components are written as Storm topologies, exploiting the
highly scalable Storm distributed processing architecture to meet the challenge of high throughput
and (near) real-time processing. Other components are written as HTTP services supporting batchstyle processing of content where processing time is not so critical. In all cases we support an
incremental asynchronous annotation model where new contextual evidence can be published
onto the AMQP message bus.
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Figure 4: Component-level architecture from a WP4 viewpoint

Figure 4 shows a component-level view of the WP4 architecture. There are Storm topologies from
ITINNO, CERTH and UKob. Each storm topology group has its own controller to start/stop work.
There are also HTTP services from CERTH, NCSR'D, UKob. The WP4 analysis component in the
centre of Figure 4 will mainly correspond to such Storm topologies. The message format of these
components has been drafted and is used here as labels along the edges connecting processes2.
This WP4 architecture represents a fragment of the overall REVEAL project architecture. For a more
complete view of the REVEAL architecture please refer to D5.1 and D6.1.1. A complete list of JSON
2

A few components are not fully specified yet w.r.t. their message format. In these cases we omitted the
labels in the architecture diagram.
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annotations from WP2/3/4/5, as well as low-level descriptions of the storm topologies appear in
D5.1. For the sake of completeness, the JSON annotations of WP4 components are also listed in
Appendix 10 of this report. A system level architecture appears in D6.1.1.

2.2

Technology viewpoint

RabbitMQ
RabbitMQ3 is a popular implementation of an event-driven message bus supporting the advanced
message queue protocol (AMQP). It supports a broker-based publish/subscribe design pattern.
Using an event-driven message bus provides a high performance and scalable messaging system,
supporting incremental asynchronous messaging and allowing a loose decoupling of publishers and
consumers. It is also possible to setup AMPQ brokers in a clustered deployment, providing
resilience and fault-tolerance through clustering and mirroring.
The RabbitMQ community has provided brokers for a variety of operating systems and client
libraries for most popular programming languages. RabbitMQ ships with an open source Mozilla
license.
The design pattern for using RabbitMQ in REVEAL is as a publish/subscribe communication
backbone where components looking at modalities can publish incremental and asynchronous
updates for WP5 to aggregate into a unified situation assessment. All outputs from WP2/3/4 will be
published to a RabbitMQ broker.
Storm
Storm4 is a distributed real-time computation system. Similar to how Hadoop provides a set of
general primitives for doing batch processing, Storm provides a set of general primitives for doing
real-time computation. Storm topologies are analogous to a Map Reduce job, with the key
difference that a Map Reduce job eventually finishes, whereas a topology runs forever (or until you
kill it, of course).
The storm framework can add scalability (e.g. seamless parallel deployment over a cluster) and
reliability (e.g. checking for dead processes and resending unprocessed messages) to a real-time
processing system. As such it is a good choice for the (near) real-time incremental processing type
components we have in REVEAL.
Storm is simple to use, supports many programming languages (e.g. Java, Python, Ruby, Fancy), and
is used by many companies including Twitter. It can be deployed on Linux and Windows operating
systems. Messaging is based on JSON serialized tuples and various messaging layers are supported
(e.g. RabbitMQ, Kestrel, Kafka). There is an active community behind storm releasing updates
regularly. Storm ships with an open source MIT license.
3

http://www.rabbitmq.com/ accessed 18 August 2014

4

https://storm.incubator.apache.org accessed 18 August 2014
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The design pattern for Storm in REVEAL is to create a single storm controller (per partner) and
many storm topologies. Each storm controller is a HTTP endpoint that allows pilot applications to
easily start new processing for new situation assessments. Each storm topology is a packaged JAR
file containing a storm runner class (Java) to launch the topology and several storm bolt processing
classes (Java, Python) to perform the processing acts required (e.g. geo-parsing).
HTTP RESTful Endpoints
In recent years HTTP (Fielding, et al., 1999) endpoints have become the defacto standard in the
social media space, with all sites (e.g. Twitter, YouTube ...) providing a HTTP API for access to their
services. Often the HTTP endpoints follow the representational state transfer (REST) (Fieldings,
2000) design pattern. REST emphasizes things like separation of concerns and layers, statelessness,
and caching, which are common in many distributed architectures because of the benefits they
provide. These benefits include interoperability, independent evolution, interception, improved
scalability, efficiency, and overall performance. The REST approach focussed on how to manipulate
resources through representations, and how to include metadata that make messages selfdescribing. The HTTP standard and REST approach is now mature and offers a very 'web friendly'
way to control services.
The design pattern for HTTP REST in REVEAL is to provide HTTP RESTful endpoints for batch-style
processing components, allowing pilot applications to start and stop processing in the context of
new situation assessments. Typically documents will be 'dropped off' for processing and 'picked up'
when ready. Where useful (e.g. image manipulation detection results on Instagram images)
processing results will also be published to the RabbitMQ bus for inclusion into the incremental
situation assessment.
Social Media Crawlers
In order to obtain access to raw social media content and peoples profiles a set of social media
crawlers will be deployed within REVEAL. This is now standard technology and in REVEAL we will
provide HTTP endpoints to control these crawlers, allowing pilot applications to specify things like
keywords associated with new situation assessments. For incremental processing crawled social
media content (JSON formatted) will be published to the RabbitMQ broker for further processing.
For batch-style processing social media content will be published to databases (e.g. MongoDB)
where indexing and whole-corpus analysis can be performed.
Working with EU Data Protection Law
This is an on-going task in conjunction to guidance from WP1.
We are planning to support a user's right to 'ask for removal' from an information system via a
'blacklist' of author names. This will allow social media crawlers to ignore content found from
blacklisted authors.
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It is not practical to remove authors from already processed forms of data. For example clusters
cannot be 'unpicked' without the re-calculation of the clusters and associated indexes. Therefore
our attention is focussed on removal of users and their content at the crawling stage.
The application of blacklists at the visualization stage will also be examined to see if it is practical to
block user content prior to visualization. It might be practical to stop user details appearing even if
clusters of aggregated content cannot be stopped.

2.3

WP4 component list

Figure 4 provides an overview of the components currently envisioned in WP4. We will now give a
short and high level overview of the components. A more detailed description of the methods and
approaches behind the components can be found in the corresponding Sections 3 to 6. The naming
of the components also indicates the partners that take the lead in developing the components.
Crawlers
Social media client framework (ITINNO) - HTTP endpoint supporting searching and crawling of
various social media sites including Twitter, YouTube, Instagram and FourSquare. Crawled content
is published to RabbitMQ as JSON formatted text ready for subsequent real-time and/or batch
processing.
Controller components
ITINNO controller, CERTH controller, UKob controller - These controller components manage the
individual processing and analysis components. This means, they interact with the components for
the purpose of configuring, launching and stopping Storm topologies. As such they serve as a layer
between the end user frontend and the processing backend.
Geospatial context processing components
Geospatial Context Extraction (Pre-)Processing (ITINNO) - Collection of Storm topologies supporting
pre-processing and processing activities associated with geospatial context. The pre-processing
topology takes new focus areas and prepares location information from a planet OpenStreetMap
database ready for real-time geo-parsing. A geo-parse topology matches pre-processed locations to
real-time text streams. A geo-classification topology classifies text streams in terms of how they use
the location words.
Geospatial Topic Model (UKob) – This component is responsible for modelling geographic regions
and their specific topics. To this end it uses training data composed of texts and locations of where
this text published to derive region aware probabilistic topic models. Subsequently the component
is capable to assign to any text snippet a probability distribution over the regions (and their topics)
to indicate where the text might be originated from.
Multimedia Geolocator (CERTH) - The component is used to annotate multimedia content items
(pictures and videos) with geospatial information if the original item does not provide geotags. The
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component makes use of different methods, such as a comparison of visual content similarity or
the use of textual description of the multimedia items.
Focused Geospatial Exploration (UKob) - The component uses semantic annotations of geospatial
entities to explore their semantic neighbourhood and to find further, related locations. The
component makes use of a focused crawl of Linked Open Data providing geospatial information.
Social context processing components
Social Context Model for Users (UKob) - This component analyses the interaction among users and
between users and content items to construct social context. As a result the component can
provide rich structural information about interaction patterns which serve as input features for
subsequent analysis, e.g. in WP2.
Social Context Model for Content (CERTH) - This component generates social context features for
content items. These features are used to analyse concepts such as information cascades and
information diffusion processes.
Community Tracking Module (NCSR’D) - This component will track communities over time and
monitor their development. In particular it will track events such as the formation, growth,
shrinking, split, merge or death of communities.
Topical context components
Topical Context Model (UKob) - Based on a generalisation of the geospatial topic models this
component will use different types of context to detect topics, e.g. authors, time and communities.
User Language Model (UKob) - This component is still at a very early stage in being developed. It is
aiming for a description of the language style of a user to grasp the topics and specific wording a
person is using.
Semantic context components
Semantic Context Model (UKob) - This component will merge the different semantic information
about contexts and perform a unified analysis of this merged context model. As a consequence it
will be possible to check the entire context for consistency.

2.4

Raw and Prepared JSON Annotation

Communication between the components is realised on the basis of messages in JSON format. The
general approach is to fetch the raw data from various social media data sources, rephrase it into a
prepared data source independent JSON representation and subsequently enrich and annotate
these objects within the individual components.
In the following we will briefly illustrate the foreseen data sources for raw input data as well as the
prepared JSON format. A detailed description of the annotation templates used by the analytical
components is given in Appendix 10. Deliverable D5.1 contains a complete set of JSON annotations.
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Raw JSON
These are the JSON objects which are retrieved from the original data sources. A JSON object could
any one of the following (more will be added over time):





JSON tweet
JSON You Tube item
JSON Instagram data
Four Square JSON venue

For more details on the JSON formats provided by these data sources, see the examples listed in
Appendix 9.
Prepared JSON
This corresponds to the original raw JSON object with the addition of itinno namespace keys.
This allows processing components to use keys such as itinno:text or itinno:tokens, and
not worry if the content item is a Tweet, You Tube video or Instagram picture. Original raw JSON is
still available of course for social media specific processing actions.
Prepared JSON
+ Raw JSON
+ itinno:item_id = unique ITINNO item_id for content item (used for aggregation)
+ itinno:type = type of social media item
e.g. tweet | youtube | instagram | foursquare
+ itinno:title = title text (if any)
+ itinno:description = body text (if any)
+ itinno:comment = concatenated comment text for item (if any)
+ itinno:text = concatenated text from title, body and comments
+ itinno:tokens = Ngram tokenized text (ITINNO choice of tokenizer)
+ itinno:source_id = site specific id to original content
+ itinno:source_uri = URI to original content
e.g. https://twitter.com/stuart_e_middle/status/426317929936715776
+ itinno:timestamp = ISO formatted creation time
e.g. 2014-01-10T00:00:05+00:00
+ itinno:geotag = OpenGIS = geotag (if it has one)
e.g. POINT(X Y)
+ itinno:tags = [tags] = list of hashtags / tags / keywords present in content
+ itinno:urls = [urls] = list of expanded urls present in text
+ itinno:connected_count = int = # of times retweeted / commented / liked
+ itinno:liked_count = int = # of times marked as favourite / bookmarked / liked
+ itinno:original = bool = false if this is a retweet or comment
+ itinno:lang = BCP 47 two character language code (see http://tools.ietf.org/html/bcp47)
e.g. en, de
+ itinno:author_id = site specific id of content author
+ itinno:author_uri = URI to content author
e.g. https://twitter.com/stuart_e_middle
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3 Geospatial Context Extraction
This section presents the modules which are being developed for extracting geospatial context
information. In WP4, such modules are developed in Task T4.1. Currently, four different approaches
are in place for annotating social media items with geospatial information. The four approaches
address different types of media as well as different granularities of spatial resolution.
Each of the approaches is encapsulated in a module and embedded in the overall architecture. The
communication and exchange of information between the modules as well as beyond the WP4
modules is implemented via annotations which enrich the original objects with additional context
information.

3.1

Requirements for Geospatial Context Extraction

Geospatial context relates to being able to assign a location or a region to entities in the social
media space. Such entities can be content items (tweets, pictures, videos, etc.) or users. The
geospatial context is of relevance in REVEAL for several scenarios and requirements. The
requirements and scenarios are listed in detail in Deliverable D1.1 “Requirement analysis and
specifications” (Rath-Wiggins, et al., 2014).
Of the mini scenarios listed in D1.1 there are a few which directly address geospatial context. In
particular, the news scenario on revealing location heavily relies on the ability to extract geospatial
context. All approaches and modules described in this section relate to this scenario and the
underlying tasks. But also the news scenarios on revealing multimedia content and revealing the
contributor can make use of geospatial context. In this case the geospatial context provided for a
multimedia item (see Section 3.5) or to annotated the text items authored by a contributor (see
Sections 3.3 and 3.4) helps to verify information or to filter entities.
Table 1: Mapping context requirements from D1.1 to the task of geospatial context extraction

Context
Scenario Name
Requirement
C1
Revealing location: Mapping
workbench
C4
Revealing location: Mapping
workbench
C5
Revealing location: Trending
Workbench
C6
Revealing location: Trending
Workbench

Description
I can define a spatial location on a map that
displays social media topic of interest.
I can manually upload content (image, video, text)
and search for the original location.
I can receive an overview of trending topics on a
map.
I can set filters to a map, including the social
networks I want to display <Youtube, Flickr,
Twitter, Foursquare, Instagram>, the time interval
of content and the search term.
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In Table 1 we recall the user requirements from D1.1 which are relevant to geospatial context
extraction5. The requirements listed in Table 1 address the detection of the location of an entity or
the provision of entities for a given location. The modules listed in this Section provide such
services at different levels of granularity, scalability, precision and for different types of media or
entities.
Furthermore, while a geospatial context always has the dimension of a location it will almost always
also have a dimension of time. However, in Task T4.1 we focus on the location aspect and consider
time as observed or as the current time.

3.2

Datasets and Resources for Geospatial Context Extraction

3.2.1 Open StreetMap
The planet OpenStreetMap (OSM) database is a 400+ Gbyte PostgreSQL + PostGIS database that
contains over 2 trillion entities relating to every building, street and region in the world. The
location information is recorded in the native language of the region, with some locations also
containing tags with translated names (e.g. to English). This is a useful feature as we will want to
match primarily locations to content in the native language of the location.
Examples of the planet OSM database tables and entities are given in Figure 5 and Figure 6. It is
important when dealing with the planet OSM database to (a) execute local SQL queries where
possible to avoid slow remote queries and (b) make heavy use of spatial SQL operators to reduce
the SQL search space, especially when executing SQL queries containing several joins.
planet_osm_line

planet_osm_point

planet_osm_polygon

-osm_id[1]
-tag[*] : tag
-z_order[1]
-way_area[1]
-tags[1] : hstore
-way[1] : geometry

-osm_id[1]
-tag[*] : tag
-z_order[1]
-tags[1] : hstore
-way[1] : geometry

-osm_id[1]
-tag[*] : tag
-z_order[1]
-way_area[1]
-tags[1] : hstore
-way[1] : geometry

planet_osm_rels

planet_osm_nodes

-id[1]
-way_off[1]
-rel_off[1]
-parts[1] : integer[]
-members[1] : text[]
-tags[1] : text[]
-pending[1]

-id[1]
-lat[1]
-lon[1]
-tags[1] : text[]

planet_osm_ways
-id[1]
-nodes[1] : integer[]
-tags[1] : text[]
-pending[1]

Figure 5: OSM database schema

5

Some further requirements from D1.1 refer to locations (e.g. C2, C3, C7), but the focus of those
requirements is more on making use of a known location for visualisation and presentation purposes. In this
report we focus on the extraction on computation of context, not on its visualisation and presentation.
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osm_forest

osm_city

osm_road

osm_river

osm_line
-name[1]
-agg_tags[*] : tag
-way_ids[*]

osm_building

osm_polygon
-name[1]
-tags[*] : tag
-way_id[1]

osm_point
-name[1]
-tags[*] : tag
-node_id[1]

osm_entity

Figure 6: OSM entity model. Examples given for lines, points and polygons

The Geospatial Context Extraction (Pre-)Processing (ITINNO) component will use a local deployment
of this database to lookup on-demand locations matching new focus areas. These locations will be
analysed with spatial SQL to identify geometry, admin regions containing the areas and all the OSM
tag information associated with these locations.
3.2.2 Twitter
Twitter offers users the ability to publish short textual status messages in real-time, often quoting
URI's to content such as videos or images. The Twitter API provides a way for crawlers to both
search and stream content in a variety of formats. The Social media client framework (ITINNO)
component provides a Twitter handler that allows use of the Twitter RESTful Search API and Twitter
Streaming API. Content is JSON formatted and published continually to a RabbitMQ broker for
access by WP2/3/4/5.
API : Twitter (search and streaming)

Search: https://dev.twitter.com/docs/api/1.1/get/search/tweets
Stream: https://dev.twitter.com/docs/api/1.1/post/statuses/filter

Examples of the JSON format provided by the Twitter APIs is listed in Appendix 9.
3.2.3 YouTube
YouTube offers users the ability to publish and share videos. The YouTube API provides a way for
crawlers to search content in a variety of formats. The Social media client framework (ITINNO)
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component provides a YouTube handler that allows use of the YouTube RESTful Search API.
Content is JSON formatted and published continually to a RabbitMQ broker for access by
WP2/3/4/5.
API : YouTube

https://developers.google.com/youtube/v3/docs/search/list

An example of the JSON format provided by the YouTube API is given in Appendix 9.
3.2.4 FourSquare
FourSquare offers users the ability for users to 'checkin', either manually or automatically using
their WIFI access or GPS location data. A 'checkin' simply means sharing the fact that you are in a
location at a specific time. The FourSquare API provides a way for crawlers to search for trending
venues in a variety of formats. The Social media client framework (ITINNO) component provides a
FourSquare handler that allows use of the FourSquare RESTful Search API. Content is JSON
formatted and published continually to a RabbitMQ broker for access by WP2/3/4/5.
API : FourSquare

https://developer.foursquare.com/docs/venues/trending

An example of the JSON format provided by the FourSquare is given in Appendix 9.
3.2.5 Instagram
Instagram offers users the ability to publish and share images. The Instagram API provides a way for
crawlers to search content in a variety of formats. The Social media client framework (ITINNO)
component provides an Instagram handler that allows use of the Instagram RESTful Search API.
Content is JSON formatted and published continually to a RabbitMQ broker for access by
WP2/3/4/5.
API : Instagram

http://instagram.com/developer/endpoints/media/

An example of the JSON format provided by the Instagram API is given in Appendix 9.
3.2.6 LinkedGeoData
LinkedGeoData (linkedgeodata.org) provides a semantic version of information from OSM. The data
is published as Linked Open Data in an RDF format. The transformation process from OSM entities
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to LinkedGeoData URIs is transparent. However, the semantic extension of the data on the side of
LinkedGeoData is relatively limited. The data is mainly enriched with a WGS84 notation of the geolocation, a modification date, a specification of the version and the type of the node.
However, additional and by far richer information can be obtained when referring to other data
sources. LinkedGeoData is interlinked with other LOD sources, such as DBPedia (dbpedia.org) via
owl:sameAs links. These data sources provide additional information about the same entities.
For instance, a more specific typing of the instances using various ontologies (e.g. if the entity is a
school, a river or a stadium), references to other instances (e.g. theatres in town, people born at a
specific city, closeby other locations) or multilingual descriptions (e.g. providing information in
English, local or any other language). Also the spatial coverage of LinkedGeoData is quite good. A
high level observation of the spatial distribution of modelled entities roughly reflects the
population density in the world. This is visualised in Figure 7 which shows where entities with an
representation in LinkedGeoData and DBPedia are located on a world map. Certainly, some regions
might be overrepresented (e.g. North America and Europe) but the general observation is that we
do not have to fear white spots, i.e. densely populated regions which are missing completely.
Thus, LinkedGeoData provides a suitable source for generating and extending the context of
entities with a geospatial component.

Figure 7: Spatial distribution of entities in LinkedGeoData with an equivalent representation in DBPedia.

3.2.7 Concept detection datasets
In order to train the classifier for the concept detection in the Multimedia Geolocator (CERTH)
component, we made use of datasets consisting of manually annotated images with class labels of
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interest (geographically related). In the first set of experiments we conducted, the Caltech-256 and
NUS-WIDE datasets were used. Their relatively small size renders them more manageable to have a
better overview of the training process. In the future, we will consider extending our experiments
to other datasets like MIR-Flickr6.




The Caltech-256 Object Category Dataset7 consists of 30,607 images corresponding to 256
object categories. This is an extended version of the original Caltech-101 dataset and is
collected in a similar way. A set of object categories was chosen and then Google Images
were downloaded and manually screened to fit the chosen categories.
The NUS-WIDE8 dataset consists of 269,648 images and the associated tags from Flickr with
a total of 5,018 unique tags. It also contains the ground truth for 81 concepts that can be
used for evaluation and training.

3.2.8 Multimedia geotagging datasets
The purpose of the geotagging task is to estimate the location of multimedia items based on a vast
collection of geotagged training data. We are currently experimenting with the datasets below.




3.3

The MediaEval placing task9. While we do not plan an active participation in 2014 we are
already experimenting with the data, in order to be able to take on the challenge in 2015.
In 2014 the training data consists of 5 million geotagged photos and 25 thousand
geotagged videos, while a total of almost 49 million geotagged images are distributed as
part of the 100M Flickr Creative Commons dataset (YFCC100M) distributed by Yahoo10.
European cities 1M dataset11. It consists of 909,940 geotagged images from 22 European
cities downloaded from Flickr.

Extraction of Geospatial Context Based on Entity Matching

We are interested in real-time geo-parsing and geo-classification of textual content for known focus
areas, for example relating to a breaking news story. To achieve this, in response to a new focus
area being requested, location data is downloaded from the planet OpenStreetMap (OSM)
database (i.e. 10,000's of buildings, streets and regions) within the area of choice. These OSM
location entries are each pre-processed, calculating administrative super regions, compiling OSM
tag sets and extracting the OpenGIS geometry information. Once ready a new set of locations is
6

http://press.liacs.nl/mirflickr/#sec_tags accessed 18 August 2014

7

http://www.vision.caltech.edu/Image_Datasets/Caltech256/ accessed 18 August 2014

8

http://lms.comp.nus.edu.sg/research/NUS-WIDE.htm accessed 18 August 2014

9

http://www.multimediaeval.org/mediaeval2014/placing2014/ accessed 18 August 2014

10

http://yahoolabs.tumblr.com/post/89783581601/one-hundred-million-creative-commons-flickr-images-for
accessed 18 August 2014
11

http://image.ntua.gr/iva/datasets/ec1m/ accessed 18 August 2014
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passed to a distributed geo-parse storm topology for live matching against real-time textual
content (e.g. tweets). Once a location is matched to a specific tweet it is sent for geo-classification,
where the context in which the location is talked about is used to classify the tweet (e.g. insitu/remote incident report, location referred to in the past/future/present). The final result is a set
of matched locations and geo-classification annotations for each social media item.
3.3.1 Detailed Description
The geo-parse approach is taken from the successful work (Middleton, Middleton, & Modafferi,
2014) in the TRIDEC project12. This approach uses cached OSM entities for named entity matching
(NEM), as opposed to classical named entity recognition (NER) which exploits statistical patterns in
language-specific parts of speech (POS) tags to identify possible location entities.
A geo-parse approach using cached OSM location sets has some clear advantages. The first
advantage is that the geoparse precision is much higher than what is possible with NER as it avoids
errors associated with statistical pattern matching. This precision comes at the expense of recall
however, as locations not in the cached focus area are ignored; however the overall F1 scores
(Middleton, Middleton, & Modafferi, 2014) are similar between the two approaches. The second
advantage is that a NER approach requires a geocode step where the possible named entities (i.e.
text) are looked up in a gazetteer or online mapping service. Geocoding using online maps is not a
scalable solution as they are always rate limited; for example GoogleGeocoder allows 2,500
location lookups per day (100,000 for business users) with each lookup having up to 1 second
latency (i.e. over 2 hours to geocode 10,000 locations). Global gazetteers (e.g. Geonames, GNS) can
be stored locally for fast unlimited lookups but are limited in resolution (i.e. region level but not
building/street level). With OSM location sets the geocoding step is avoided as we have exact
longitude/latitude geometry from the OSM database directly.
One of the advances REVEAL will make over the TRIDEC geo-parse approach is to dramatically
increase the scale of what can be achieved. The geo-parse approach will be distributed across a
Storm cluster, allowing the number of focus areas (i.e. locations) to scale seamlessly with the
number of computing nodes available in a cluster. Careful attention to index creation will be
applied, both for in-memory caches and central/local database tables, exploiting techniques from
the field of information retrieval. The distributed system will be carefully designed to avoid remote
database queries, where possible, as remote database access this will add to real-time latency
when adding new focus areas.
The results of the distributed geo-parse storm topologies will be aggregated together and a single
set of location annotations provided for each content item. This annotated content item is then
passed on for geo-classification.
The geo-classification task will classify textual content based on the way location mentions are
referred to. Various supervised learning approaches will be examined, using features extracted
from geo-parsed location tokens, parts of speech (POS) tags and the tokenized text around location

12

http://www.tridec-online.eu/project accessed 18 August 2014
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tokens. A semantic distance will be specified around location tokens to extract the 'context' in
which each location token is mentioned. This is similar, but not the same as classical relational
extraction and could be better thought of as a type of geospatial 'dialogue act' identification. Of
interest are the grammatical patterns of language usage in connection to locations rather than the
relation between one named entity and another.
The results of the geo-classification storm topology will be, for each content item, a set of classes
and probabilities that the text matches these classes. Possible class sets are past/present/future
reports (e.g. 'Boston was bombed last year'), in-situ/remote reports (e.g. 'I saw on the TV that
Boston was bombed') and confirmation/denial (e.g. 'Boston was bombed - it's not a hoax').
Ultimately both the geo-parse and geo-classification annotations will feed in as incremental
evidence to WP5 for both the incremental situation assessments and knowledge-based trust and
credibility models.
Feature: Geolocation
OpenGIS geometry shape annotations (e.g. POINT, LINESTRING or POLYGON) derived from
OpenStreetMap locations whose names match the text found in content items (e.g. tweets or
YouTube titles).
The full annotation includes OSM Geometry (suitable for visualization on a map), OSM identifier(s)
and a confidence score based on the number of references found to OSM admin regions also
present in the nearby text (e.g. 'flooding in Bassett Green Road, Southampton, England' ==> score
of 3 for 'Bassett Green Road').
The geolocation feature can be used to 'reveal' the modalities of 'proximity' and 'cross-checking'. A
geospatial search (e.g. SQL lookup of OSM database or GeoSPARQL query of knowledge-base) can
reveal locations being talked about that are nearby (i.e. proximity). The credibility of a geolocation
can be improved if the OSM tags associated with it are also found in the feature 'concept sets' of
images crawled at the same time (i.e. cross-checking).
Feature: Geo-classification
Location-centric classification(s) of the way a location is being referred to in the text of a content
item.
The full annotation includes a set of classification labels with associated probabilities. Class label
sets can be created for concepts such as 'in-situ/remote', 'past/future/present' and
'general_public/journalist/bot'. Classifications are based specifically on the text around the location
term, allowing a greater accuracy than is achievable from naive text classification without prior
location information.
The geo-classification feature can be used to 'reveal' the modalities of 'cross-checking', 'truth' and
'trustworthiness'. The credibility of a set of geo-locations can be improved by filtering out
unsuitable geo-classifications (i.e. truth and trustworthiness) or checking the coherence of
clustered geo-locations (i.e. cross-checking).
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3.3.2 Related Work
Social Media Crisis Mapping
Currently real-time Geospatial Information Systems (GIS) (Sakaki, Okazaki, & Matsuo, 2013) which
map social media microblog reports focus on using geotag metadata with longitude/latitude
coordinates. This approach turns social media into a crowd-sourcing virtual sensor network,
allowing maps of twitter messages to be plotted. According to the US Geological Survey (USGS)
(Earle, Bowden, & Guy, 2011) the main benefit of Twitter-based detection systems over sensorbased systems is their fast detection speed and low cost. Social media GIS systems can be
combined with conventional GIS systems deploying hardware-based sensors, such as in-situ seismic
sensors or remote sensing aerial photography & satellite imaging. Overall the aim is to build up a
coherent situation assessment picture (Earle, Bowden, & Guy, 2011; Adam, Shafiq, & Staffin,
2012; Yin, Lampert, Cameron, Robinson, & Power, 2012) and present it to emergency responders,
civil protection authorities and the general public to help coordinate response efforts and improve
overall awareness.
Unfortunately only about 1% (Middleton, Middleton, & Modafferi, 2014) of all tweets actually
contain geotag metadata, and of this 1% the geotags are a mixture of genuine mobile devices (using
GPS) and Twitter's default of the user's home location. In addition the tweeted text can contain
references to one or more locations geospatially distant to the location of the device sending the
tweet; this does not matter when mapping course-grained earthquake regions but does matter for
finer grained maps such as flood inundation or tornado damage. Tweet reports are also a mixture
of a few first-hand reports and many re-tweets and comments on third party incident reports.
Geo-parsing
Geo-parsing systems (Liu, Wei, Zhang, & Zhou, 2013; Gelernter & Balaji, 2013; Shi & Barker,
2011) can parse text documents to extract likely geographic tokens or 'named entities' (e.g. places
or regions such as 'New York'). When coupled with a geocoder, which can lookup location names on
a map and return their geotag, this provides a way to associate geotags for locations mentioned in
microblog reports. Such systems often use a technique called named entity recognition. First the
text is tokenized to extract sentences and words. Each token (i.e. word) is classified using a
language-specific parts of speech (POS) classifier, identifying a lexical category (e.g. 'ADJ' adjective,
'N' noun, 'NP' proper noun). Lexical patterns can then be used to identify groups of tokens that are
likely to refer to named entities. Challenges (Liu, Wei, Zhang, & Zhou, 2013) for named entity
recognition include acquiring enough labelled training data, handling poorly structured text from
sources like Twitter and multi-language scalability.
3.3.3 Modules
The methods presented above will be implemented in the following module:


Geospatial Context Extraction (Pre-)Processing (ITINNO)

A detailed description of the JSON output template for the module is provided in Appendix 10.1.
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Extraction of Geospatial Context Based on Topics

It is a common observation, that people talk about their environments and are influenced by their
environment for which topics they talk about. Thus, regions provide a geospatial context which
influences the topics users talk and discuss about. By inverting this observation we hypothesise,
that it is feasible to draw conclusions about the region where a statement was made by considering
the topics addressed in a social media contribution. This hypothesis motivates the approach to
extract geospatial context from topics extracted from online discussions.
3.4.1 Overview of the Approach
We use a topic model based on multi-Dirichlet processes which is aware of geospatial regions
(Kling, Kunegis, Sizov, & Staab, 2014) to detect location related context of social media content
items. The hierarchy of the processes represent and model the types of relations between the
topics and locations. While the resolution of regions is relatively coarse grained compared to the
module described in Section 3.3, it allows to establish a relation to locations via topics and, thereby,
independent of the recognition of specific location entities.
3.4.2 Detailed Description
The theoretic model behind the topic models for geospatial regions is a generative model similar to
the one of latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) (Blei, Ng, & Jordan, 2003). Topics themselves are
considered as multinomial distributions over words. These multinomial distributions explain certain
words to be more probable to appear for a given topic than others and, thereby, also which words
tend to occur together more often. For instance the topic “seaside” might give to words such as
“sea”, “water”, “beach”, “boat”, “swim” or “shore” a higher probability to appear, while word such
as “forest”, “mountain”, “climb” or “lion” might be less probable to appear.
A document itself is then represented as a mixture over topics. Given a set of topics, this mixture
can again be seen as a multinomial distribution, i.e. for a specific document a certain topic might be
more probable to appear than others. For instance, a document about the city of Koblenz might be
more related to the topics of “river”, “winegrowing area”, “university” or “castle” and less to topics
such as “airport and aviation”, “seaside” or “financial industry”.
The idea of the generative process is then that for a given document with a specific topic
composition, each word is randomly generated. To this end, for each word first of all a topic is
selected to produce this word. The choice of the topic is based on the topic distribution of the
document at hand. Accordingly the choice of topics will be biased based on the topic composition
of the document. In second step the actual word is selected based on the word distribution given
for the chosen topics. This again means, that once the topic is fixed, certain words are more likely
than others to fill the current position.
The specific topic model we employ for REVEAL is one which includes the notion of geographical
regions, neighbour relations between regions and region specific topic distributions. The overall
process is organised in a three layer approach of Dirichlet processes. These layers are also given in
the plate notation for the model illustrated in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Plate notation of the multi-Dirichlet model behind the geospatial topic extraction approach

A global topic distribution is represented by G0. This distribution is a concrete probability
distribution over all possible topics and is sampled from the space of all possible topic distributions
according to a prior H. On the second level, the model adds L locations. These locations are
identified from a corpus of documents with given location coordinates using a probabilistic
clustering approach. The clusters are computed in a pre-processing step before the actual topic
analysis. The location of the centres of the clusters induce a neighbour relation between regions.
Each location now has region-specific topic distribution Gls, which is drawn based on G0. These
distributions are incorporating the neighbourhood relations to smoothen the topic distributions.
This means, that neighbouring regions are likely to share some topics. The region-specific
documents on level three, finally, draw their topic distributions Gjd from their regions. The variables
γ, α0 and A constitute concentration parameters for the Dirichlet processes behind G0, Gls and Gjd.
The lower elements in the plate notation provide the concrete topic distribution in a document and
the distributions of words in a topic, just as for classical LDA.
To estimate the various parameters and distributions the method relies on training data, i.e. a
document collection in which the documents have associated geo-coordinates. The training process
is then implemented using a geospatial clustering to obtain regions and a subsequent collapsed
Gibbs sampler to derived the topic and word distributions.
3.4.3 Related Work
Probabilistic topic models have long history in research. Starting from pLSA (Hofmann, 1999) which
gave a probabilistic framework to latent semantic analysis. This work also formalised the
probabilistic notion of a topic to be a multinomial distribution over the words in a corpus. However,
pLSA did not have a sophisticated notion of the topic composition in documents. This drawback was
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overcome with latent Dirichlet allocation (Blei, Ng, & Jordan, 2003). Here documents are
themselves composed as a mixture model of topics, which in turn is drawn from a Dirichlet prior.
LDA has been modified and adopted widely. While in practice most often the original version is
used (maybe with some algorithmic adaptations to boost efficiency in computing the distributions),
other approaches have attempted to extend the generic model behind LDA to account also for
other influential factors in the topic composition of documents. For instance, approaches towards
sentiments, time or author have been investigated.
3.4.4 Modules
The topic based geographical region extraction module for social media text content items will
need to provide two types of information. First it needs to model the regions and their topics.
Second it needs to associate a social media contribution with the topics. In this way it is possible to
identify the most likely region a document has been created in. This functionality will be provided
by the following module:


Geospatial Topic Model (UKob)

A detailed description of the JSON output template for the module is provided in Appendix 10.2.

3.5

Extraction of Geospatial Context from Multimedia Content

Extracting the geospatial context of multimedia content refers to automatically estimating the
location depicted on an image or a video when no geolocation metadata is available. This problem
constitutes a highly interesting and complex research challenge, as there currently is no method
guaranteeing high enough prediction accuracy in all cases. In the context of REVEAL, media
geotagging is very important, especially in the breaking news use case, where determining the
geographic provenance of multimedia content is of utmost importance, both for following a specific
story from a journalistic point of view and for verifying the content originality.
To achieve this goal we are considering and experimenting with the methods described below for
extracting geospatial context from multimedia content. It should be noted that this work is ongoing
and the actual method, which will be used in the end, has yet to be defined. This should be rather
looked at as experimentation in order to evaluate the alternatives, the advantages of each
algorithm and the way they could possibly be combined to deliver better results in the future.
Below, we briefly present the proposed methods and some related work. A hypothetical JSON
model for each method is presented in detail in Appendix 10.
3.5.1

Geotagging based on visual content similarity

The methodology for building a geotagging system based on visual-only information typically
involves the following steps:


Collect a large amount of accurately geotagged images to build a geographically
representative training set;
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Perform visual feature extraction and indexing of all or part of the images of the training
set;
Use the above index for a visual similarity search and retrieval service. In the case of
REVEAL, the visual similarity search and retrieval service is part of WP3 and its specifics are
described in detail in deliverable D3.1. To briefly mention its main components, it is based
on the VLAD aggregate feature representation of the SURF descriptors and a set of Product
Quantizers used for efficient indexing.
For every query image, do a similarity search query and get the top-K most similar results.
Aggregate these results based on empirically selected heuristics in order to produce a
prediction about the location of the query image. In the simplest case, the location of the
query image is considered to be equal to that of the most similar retrieved image. To
achieve better results though, some more sophisticated heuristics have to be employed,
which will be analysed and benchmarked in the next version of this document.

There are three main factors that affect the efficiency and performance of this method:






The reference collection of geotagged and indexed images. The cleaner the training dataset
is, the better the results of the end system.
The k parameter, the number of neighbours considered for the location estimation.
The algorithm employed for the location estimation (e.g. clustering algorithms based on
spatial proximity) and the parameters of those algorithms (e.g. the spatial proximity
threshold)
The visual features used for similarity search (e.g. SURF descriptors, colour features,
textures features)

A method similar to this one is employed in (Hays & Efros, 2008), where the authors use 6 million
GPS-tagged images from Flickr to estimate the distribution of geographic locations from a single
image. They propose several visual features and they compute the distances using a nearest
neighbour classification method. The visual features that seem to perform better are GIST, color
histogram and texton histogram but none of them performs better than all of the features
combined.
3.5.2 Model based geotagging using visual features
This method requires adopting a supervised machine learning approach using a large number of
geotagged images in order to create models for specific cities or geographic areas. One of the main
challenges of this approach is establishing the ground truth, acquiring a considerable amount of
training data for the classifier to learn the desired models, while a very challenging machine
learning task is the identification and selection of features that lead to class separability. The
process involves training the supervised classifier to treat all relevant images from a specific
location as positive examples and a number of images outside this location as negative examples.
This way, the classifier learns the “same location” and “different location” relationships for each
city model and is able to apply them on any given query data. The bigger and more characteristic
the training set is, the more accurate and fine-grained the final prediction is expected to be.
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An often referenced work in this field is (Doersch, Singh, Gupta, Sivic, & Efros), which attempts to
automatically mine visual elements that are distinctive of a certain city by identifying image patches
that both occur frequently and are geographically informative. This is a very difficult task because
the architectural characteristics of cities tend to be very subtle and cities also tend to look alike.
The authors use Google Street View images for training, they then split each image into small
patches and finally they use these patches in a supervised learning framework to build the
respective location model.
3.5.3 Geotagging using tag based language models
Geotagging using language models is based on the similarity of textual features, for example
metadata and tags from Flickr, Wikipedia, Instagram, Twitter, description and title. One could also
use other characteristics to refine the results, for instance the number of comments and views, the
Flickr ranking, the author name. Typically when employing this method, results tend to be quite
good for a big number of available tags. The idea is that images with the same or similar tags should
come from the same or similar locations.
The authors in (Serdyukov, Murdock, & vanZwol, 2009) propose an algorithm that places photos,
uploaded in Flickr, on a map using the textual annotations provided by the user. The cornerstone of
their method is deriving a language model for each photo based on the tags assigned to it by the
user. Finally, they put the location on a grid and assume that a spatial proximity also probably
implies a semantic relation. This means that images with similar tags are likely to also be
geographically close to each other.
3.5.4 Combined Approaches
Although there are methods concentrating solely on textual or visual features to geotag images,
there are several approaches that attempt to combine both content based image features and text
analysis based on tags. The authors in (Crandall, Backstrom, Huttenlocher, & Kleinberg, 2009) go
one step further and also take into account the temporal features of a given photo, by making for
example the assumption that all photos taken from the same photographer in a small time window
should lie nearby.
3.5.5 Geotagging using geographic concepts
Concept-based image annotation is the task of predicting a set of predefined concepts depicted on
the query image or video. In this case we are interested mainly in semantic concepts conveying a
geographic context, for instance coast, highway, forest, suburb, etc. Although this does not result
directly in geotagging of the image in question, it can serve as input to other geotagging modules in
order to raise the trustworthiness of a location prediction for instance.
As an image can simultaneously belong to several categories/concepts, this is considered as a multilabel classification problem. Typically the output of a concept-based annotation system is a set of
key-value pairs of prediction scores and concepts. The prevalent paradigm typically involves
employing a supervised classifier, which uses a set of visual feature vectors extracted from all
images of the training set to learn a mapping between the feature and the concept space. As with
all machine learning approaches, the end results depends highly on the quality of the training set
and the complexity of the concepts:
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How clean it is, as in how accurate and representative of the corresponding concepts are
the images used for training. This is not a trivial task because the images have to be
manually annotated or at least verified by a human annotator.
How large it is, as the prediction accuracy and the generalization ability of the algorithm is
largely dependent of the amount of available training data.
To which extend is it easy to distinguish among the concepts in question. For instance, it is
expected to be easier to train a classifier to learn to differentiate among “car” and
“animal” than among “cat” and “dog”. In the case of REVEAL, this proves to be quite
challenging as some geographic concepts naturally tend to look alike, for instance
“industrial area” and “tall building”.

Since the Geospatial Context Extraction (Pre-)Processing (ITINNO) component foresees the use of
OSM tags, it is considered beneficial to select concepts that naturally map to OSM tags in order to
be able to fuse the results and increase the trustworthiness of the system. There is, however, a
plethora of OSM tags that are very rarely used and a limited number of very popular ones, so we
should concentrate our efforts in training the system to identify the latter ones. Some sample
mappings between concepts and OSM tags are illustrated in Table 2.
Table 2: Potential Mappings to OpenStreetMap Tags

Caltech-256
Concept

OpenStreetMap Tags

NUS-WIDE Concept

OpenStreetMap Tags

industrial

power = plant,
landuse = industrial

airport

aeroway = aerodrome

MITcoast

natural = coastline,
place = island, natural
= beach

bridge

building = bridge

CALsuburb

place = suburb

castle

historic = castle

MITforest

natural = wood,
landuse = forest

lake

natural = water

MIThighway

highway = …

railroad

railway = …

MITinsidecity

place = city

sand

surface = sand

MITmountain

natural = peak,
natural = ridge,
natural = arete

road

route = road
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3.5.6 Modules
Depending on the results of our evaluation, the methods presented above will be implemented in
the following module:


Multimedia Geolocator (CERTH)

A detailed description of the JSON output templates for the potential modules is provided in
Appendix 10.3.

3.6

Focused Exploration of Geospatial Context on the Linked Open Data
cloud

The Linked Open Data (LOD) cloud provides a wide range of different types of information which
are interlinked and connected. When a user or application is interested in specific types of
information under time constraints it is best to explore this vast knowledge network in a focused
and directed way. We addressed the novel task of focused exploration of Linked Open Data for
geospatial resources, to support the journalists use case in finding contextual geospatial
information related to geoparsed content (Gottron, Schmitz, & Middleton, 2014). We implemented
and evaluated five approaches based on three different paradigms. Our results on a dataset with
425,338 entities show that focused exploration of geospatial context on the Linked Data cloud is
feasible and can be implemented at a very high level of accuracy of more than 98%.
3.6.1 Overview of the approach
The Linked Open Data (LOD) cloud is a rich resource for geospatial information. This is reflected in
the LOD cloud diagram13 with geospatial Linked Data resources representing a large part of the
overall cloud. Thanks to the network structure of Linked Data it is possible to explore both the
semantic and geographic context, starting from a known location entity and following references
through to other entities. Such information can be utilised when providing geospatial context
information to the use cases.
However, exploring the semantic neighbourhood of a location entity involves following multiple
links and dereferencing the URIs representing the corresponding entities. As the outdegree of
Linked Data nodes can be high—typically between 15 and 100 out-going links—this involves a
potentially large network communication and data transmission overhead in collecting the data.
The resulting latency in collecting this information might be too much for time critical applications,
e.g. when systems aim for near real time analytics of data. This becomes even more an issue when
only a few of the links lead to relevant contextual information such as geospatial resources. Typical
solutions to this challenge involve operating on local and aggregated copies of relevant Linked Data
which are maintained in data caches. Caching approaches are not optimal however for applications
where resources are updated frequently (Dividino, Gottron, Scherp, & Gröner, 2014) (Gottron &
Gottron, Perplexity of Index Models over Evolving Linked Data, 2014) or where relevant entities
are not known in advance (see also the results reported in Section 6.4).
13

http://lod-cloud.net/versions/2011-09-19/lod-cloud_colored.html accessed 18 August 2014
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Therefore, we address the question of whether it is possible to perform a focused and directed
exploration of LOD for geospatial context. Following our use case we attempt to explore only those
links which lead to geospatial resources. This means we prioritise the outgoing links of a location
entity to decide which URIs to dereference first. We base this prioritisation on information encoded
in the semantic links, i.e. the predicates which lead to the referenced LOD entities. Our hypothesis
is that we can learn from the types of references to other entities which entities are of a geospatial
type themselves and are likely to have information about their geo-coordinates.
We investigate five approaches based on three different paradigms: (a) an approach making use of
the semantics of RDFS schema definitions for predicates (rdfs:range), (b) two variations of
supervised classifiers which uses predicate types as features and (c) two approaches inspired by
Information Retrieval (IR) techniques on the descriptiveness of terms. We have implemented all
five approaches and run an evaluation using a real world dataset with 425,338 entities to
benchmark their predictive performance.
3.6.2 Detailed description
Among the entities modelled on the LOD cloud there are some which represent locations and have
an associated geo-coordinate. In our setting these are the only location entities which are of
relevance, as they are the only ones which can be located on a map. In our scenario we are now
facing a situation in which we are provided with a location entity x. Furthermore, we have access to
all RDF statements modelling outgoing links from x to other entities. The task we intend to solve is
to predict which of these entities appearing in the object position of RDF triples do also provide a
geo-coordinate.
Approach based on Schema Semantics
Many of the vocabularies used to model data on the LOD cloud are based on RDFS (or even more
expressive languages). This means we can find schematic information about the predicates and RDF
types used to model the entities and their relationship. One such information is rdfs:range
which provides the type of objects referenced by predicates. The schema semantics approach
makes use of this information in order to be able to prioritise fetching URIs which have been
referenced by a predicate with an rdfs:range of RDF types related to locations. To this end, we
collected schema information about predicates and checked their rdfs:range definitions. If the
types defined there semantically represent locations (e.g. dbpedia:Place and all it subclasses)
we consider them as relevant, otherwise as not relevant.
Approaches based on Supervised Machine Learning
In this case we tackle the task of focused exploration as a learning problem. The learning task is
based on observation of predicates used to express relations to object entities and observations of
whether the object entities actually did or did not provide geo-coordinates. Using statistical
learning methods, we then infer which combinations of predicates are more likely to lead to
location entities than others. As features of the objects we use types of predicates that are used to
reference them. These represent binary features of predicates being used or not used to refer from
a subject URI to an object URI. We employed a Naive Bayes classifier which can deal with large data
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sets, high number of features and the binary categorical type of the features. We investigated two
variations. When classifying an object, the first variation of the Naive Bayes classifier is using
information about both: presence and absence of predicates. This means we are also able to infer
information about the relevance of the object if certain predicates are not used to refer to it. The
second variation makes use only of the predicates actually observed for a concrete object.
Information Retrieval Inspired Approaches
The last two approaches are heuristics inspired by tf-idf measures from the domain of Information
Retrieval. We model the importance of a predicate to lead to a relevant resource as predicate
relevance frequency (prf). Formally this corresponds to a count of how often a predicate lead to an
entity with geospatial information. As variation we provided a normalised version of this measure
as predicate relevance ratio (prr). Additionally we modelled the global discriminativeness of a
predicate by using the logarithm of the inverse predicate frequency (ipf). Combining the two
measures leads to prf-ipf and prr-ipf scores respectively. These scores can be used to rank
predicates when observing real world data and to prioritise them for exploration.
Performance
We evaluated the five approaches on a dataset of nearly 100,000 seed locations which lead by
more than 1,700,000 links to approx. 425,000 distinct entities of which nearly 30% represent
locations. The task was evaluated under measures such as Recall, Precision, F1, Accuracy and area
under the curve (AUC) using a 10-times 10-fold cross validation.
Table 3: Performance of approaches (* indicates significant improvements at confidence level 0.01)

Method
Schema Semantics
NB (all predicates)
NB (observed predicates)
Prf-ipf
Prr-ipf

Recall
0.1188
0.9906
0.9943
0.8512
*0.9973

Precision
0.8119
0.9491
0.9436
*0.9754
0.9240

F1
0.2073
*0.9694
0.9683
0.9091
0.9592

Accuracy
0.7262
*0.9812
0.9804
0.9487
0.9745

AUC
0.5552
0.9970
0.9968
0.9958
0.9769

Table 2, summarises the performance of the approaches with the aggregated average measures for
Recall, Precision, F1, Accuracy and AUC over the full ten iterations of the 10-fold cross validation.
For each of the measures we have marked the best performance in bold. Furthermore, we marked
the results where we had a significant improvement over the second best method at confidence
level of ρ = 0.01. In general, when considering the measures F1, Accuracy and AUC, the Naive Bayes
classifier making use of all predicates performs best. In application scenarios, where a high Recall is
of importance, instead, the prr-ipf approach achieves the best results with more than 99.7%. When
focusing on Precision, prf-ipf performs best and demonstrated the highest values. More than 97%
of the objects predicted to have a geolocation actually did provide such information. In a setting
where we want to focus on promising items this might be the kind of performance we are looking
for.
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3.6.3 Related Work
The task of directed and focused exploration of Linked Open Data has not been addressed before.
Similar concepts have been investigated in the context of focussed crawling of World Wide Web
documents. The features in this setting are rather different, as the WWW does not provide typed
links. On the other hand the documents themselves and link anchor texts provide rich information
which is used for predicting relevant documents. These features are commonly used in supervised
machine learning settings.
3.6.4 Modules
This approach will be implemented to work as a subsequent context exploration and enriching
functionality. As such will operate on top of the output provided by the modules providing Linked
Data mappings for locations. This functionality will be provided by the following module:


Focused Geospatial Exploration (UKob)

A detailed description of the JSON output template for the module is provided in Appendix 10.4.

3.7

Summary Geospatial Context Extraction

The task on Geospatial context extraction has been active since early on in the REVEAL project.
Some of the approaches and modules presented have reached a state of a stable definition and
clear vision of what they are supposed to achieve. Some of the approaches have even been
evaluated already – so far mainly in limited and controlled settings. The next steps will include
bringing the modules together to build a first locally integrated prototype for those modules.
Furthermore, these and additional modules will continue to be developed. The extension will
consider different aspects, such as the reliability of approaches, the scalability of implementations
and the evaluation in more use case specific scenarios. Also, as highlighted in Section 7.2.1 and
7.2.2 it can be seen that additional functionality is envisioned to flank and broaden the modules
developed in task T4.1.
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4 Social Context Extraction
The social context of a user or a content item in social media evolves around explicit connections
between users or along interactions on the social media platforms in particular and the Web in
general. Patterns in the social interaction can be indicators for first and second level modalities.
Such patterns as well as the extraction of the underlying social context are in the focus of T4.2.

4.1

Requirements for Social Context Extraction

The social context around users and content items enriches the entities with further information.
This enriched information space around the entities provides additional insights and features for
complex and extended analysis, which – in turn – can lead to a better detection and extraction of
first and second level modalities.
This is reflected also by the mini scenarios relevant to the analysis of social context according to
D1.1 (Rath-Wiggins, et al., 2014). The news scenario on revealing multimedia content makes use of
the module for extracting social context around content (see Section 4.4). The social context can
help to identify relevant and influential content items. In a similar way this approach can be used to
identify influential contributors for the news mini scenario revealing the contributor. Also in the
enterprise use case many mini scenarios make use of social context. Basically all scenarios refer to
the need to derive context based on interactions (see Section 4.3) for the purpose of a role analysis
in WP2 or to identify and track communities (see Section 4.5).
Table 4: Mapping requirements from D1.1 to the task of social context extraction

Context
Scenario Name
Requirement
C2
Revealing location: Mapping
workbench

C5
C6

C8

Revealing location: Trending
Workbench
Revealing location: Trending
Workbench

Revealing location: Trending
Workbench

Description
I can filter the map over a location, including the
social networks I want to display <YouTube, Flickr,
Twitter, Foursquare, Instagram>, the time interval
of content and the search term.
I can receive an overview of trending topics on a
map.
I can set filters to a map, including the social
networks I want to display <Youtube, Flickr,
Twitter, Foursquare, Instagram>, the time interval
of content and the search term.
I filter in/out specific users (e.g. content from
verified users with tweets).

Looking again at the user requirements perspective in D1.1 the requirements listed in Table 4 need
to be considered closer in task T4.2. All of these requirements relate to the use of social context to
various degrees and forms for the purpose of filtering and interacting with an end user application.
This implies the computation and provision of the according social context features. Furthermore,
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certain modalities as influence and popularity affect trending topics and have an impact also on
requirement C5.

4.2

Datasets and Resources for Social Context Extraction

4.2.1 Software AG TECHCommunity
The Software AG TECHCommunity is the central place for all social media activities of the Software
AG, both internal via the communities themselves and external by incorporating enterprise Twitter
channels, LinkedIn groups etc. The TECHCommunity constitutes the platform for the business use
case of REVEAL. Software AG hosts and controls those communities.
The TECHCommunity consists of a bundle of different, product related sub-communities. E.g. there
are communities for the product lines Adabas, webMethods, Terracotta vice versa. With more than
100,000 users, the largest community is the community for the product line ARIS, a toolset for all
kind of business process management and analysis.
The ARIS Community is technically based on a Drupal system version 7, which is adjusted for the
needs of the SAG. While the system is in general based on the standard functionality, there are
extension in forms of style, modules, and also extensions on the database level.
4.2.2 StackExchange
StackExchange is a platform for Question/Answers fora. One of the most popular and famous
instances of StackExchange is probably StackOverflow, where users ask, answer and discuss
questions about programming and computing in general. However, the StackExchange platform
offers a variety of other Q/A fora dealing with various topics from sports, over travelling to religion.
The discussions in a StackExchange forum are organised in a relatively simple way. A user can pose
a question and other users can provide answers. Furthermore, a comment function can be used to
discuss, refine and comment on questions and proposed answers. StackExchange provides a
function for evaluating answers as well as users. Answers can receive up and down votes to indicate
correct and good or wrong answers. The votes are also aggregated for each user and are involved in
a reputation score for the users.
StackExchange offers data dumps of the various fora for external use and analysis14. The dumps
come in an XML format and reflect the internal database schema of the StackExchange instances.
Given the rich nature of the datasets in terms of interaction and crowd-based evaluation of content
items, they constitute a valuable resource for analysing social interactions and how the relate to
quality indicators.
4.2.3 LiquidFeedback
LiquidFeedback is a platform for political discussion and decision making processes. Members of
the platform can propose policies which are then discussed, edited and modified by the
community. The aim of this process is to improve the quality of the policy. Finally, the platform also
14

https://archive.org/details/stackexchange accessed 18 August 2014
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provides mechanisms for voting on the acceptance of policies. This mechanism is intended to
measure the support for a policy or for alternative proposals. An interesting aspect of the platform
is that users can delegate their vote to other users they deem more competent in making a
decision. In this way experts in a specific domain can aggregate delegations from other users and
vote on their behalf. Delegations can be made (and revoked) any time and on different levels of
granularity.
The German Pirate party is using LiquidFeedback internally among their members for elaborating
their policies. As the party aims at transparent processes the data is made available to the public.
4.2.4 Twitter 2010 dataset
This dataset contains social context information that formed around 66,059 URLs posted on the
Twitter micro-blogging platform during October 2010. Every tweet is either an original post of a
particular URL or a reply with respect to one. Tweets were gathered using the Streaming API
provided by Twitter in 2010 and resulted in the collection of roughly 20%-30% of the total tweet
feed, which equals to 2,859,764 tweets, complete with timestamps. Following that, the Twitter
Search API was used to gather follow and friend information from the users posting each id. The
information was successfully collected for most of them and a user network containing 736,930
nodes and 36,743,448 edges is available. Even if some edges are missing, the in- and out-degrees of
each user are included in the data as well. This dataset was gathered and first described in the
context of (Lerman, Ghosh, & Surachawala, 2012). It is available from Dr. Kristina Lerman’s
website15.
4.2.5 Digg 2009 dataset:
This dataset contains social context information that formed around stories posted on the Digg
news aggregator website during June 2009. For each story, the dataset contains the submitter’s id,
the list of users who voted and the timestamps of the votes. In total, there are 3,553 stories and
3,018,197 votes made by 139,409 distinct users. Users were also able to become fans of other users
to better follow their publications – the Digg friend interface. Around half of the users had
designated at least one friend, these relationships were collected thus leading to a user
subscription/fan network with 71,367 nodes and 1,731,658 uni-directional edges. This dataset was
gathered and first described in the context of (Lerman, Ghosh, & Surachawala, 2012). It is available
from Dr. Kristina Lerman’s website16. It should be noted that this dataset is included as a
representative of news/story aggregation and publication platforms. Still, the results derived from
it may be of somewhat limited value due to the change in Digg’s scope and infrastructure since its
relaunch in 201217.

15

http://www.isi.edu/integration/people/lerman/downloads.html accessed 18 August 2014

16

http://www.isi.edu/integration/people/lerman/downloads.html accessed 18 August 2014

17

https://twitter.com/digg/status/226356830966784001 accessed 18 August 2014
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4.2.6 Slashdot dataset
This dataset contains the full history of discussions that took place during a year (August 2005 to
August 2006) in the Slashdot technology-news website. It contains 10,016 posts and 2,075,085
comments. The number of implicated users is 93,636. It should be noted that in Slashdot there is
the possibility of posting a comment anonymously. 18.6% of the comments are anonymous. This
dataset was gathered and described in the context of (Kaltenbrunner, Gómez, Moghnieh, Meza,
Blat, & López, 2007). It was also studied in (Gómez, Kappen, Litvak, & Kaltenbrunner, 2013). It was
shared with CERTH by Dr. Vicenç Gómez.
4.2.7 Barrapunto dataset
Barrapunto is a Spanish version of Slashdot, albeit with smaller activity volume. This dataset
contains discussions collected during three years of activity (January 2005 to December 2008). This
dataset was studied in (Gómez, Kappen, Litvak, & Kaltenbrunner, 2013). It was shared with CERTH
by Dr. Vicenç Gómez.
4.2.8 Wikipedia Dataset
This dataset corresponds to an aggregation of all discussions under Wikipedia pages, based on the
English Wikipedia’s dump on March 12th, 2010. Around 870,000 articles have corresponding
discussion pages with at least one comment and there are totally around 9.4 million comments
involved. The dataset was described in (Laniado, Tasso, Volkovich, & Kaltenbrunner, 2011). It was
also studied in (Gómez, Kappen, Litvak, & Kaltenbrunner, 2013). It was shared with CERTH by Dr.
Vicenç Gómez and Dr. David Laniado.

4.3

Social Context Derived from Interaction

The interaction of users with other users or content items can be seen as a specific view on social
context. The interactions follow along some explicit or implicit social relations, which either preexist prior to the interaction or are established due to the interaction. The strength of the relations
varies a lot and depends on such things as frequency, type and timeliness of the interaction.
4.3.1 Overview of the approach
The first step towards the analysis of this social context based on interaction is to extract features
from social media and online communities. To this end, we performed a literature review to collect
and define established features and types of interaction which can be or should be observed.
Furthermore, we extended this set of features with other feature types to allow for an integrated
first analysis of interdependencies.
The analysis in its current stage is geared towards discussion style input data, but can easily be
extended to other types of interaction environments and the patterns and types of interactions
occurring there. Furthermore we consider mainly structural features and no detailed content. The
assumption behind such an approach is that structural features are more stable and independent of
the actual community.
On an abstract level we make a distinction between the interactions among users as well as
interactions between users and content items. This distinction allows in a second step to derive
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context features for users and content items which are extracted from these interactions. The
definition of the interactions and features is made in a modular way. We start from very simple
discussion structures which can are common to a wide range of social media platforms. The
simplistic interaction patterns allow for the definition of features which are, thus, applicable to a
multitude of social media data sources. Then, in a second step, we use one example type of
communities (StackExchange fora) to demonstrate how to extend such an analysis towards specific
social media channels.
4.3.2 Detailed description
Let us first define and formalise the general structure of an abstract discussion forum and consider
the interactions which can take place in such a forum.
Social Context Features Based on Simplistic Interactions in Discussion Fora
We start with a very generic model for a discussion forum. All we model is the structure of the
forum and two high level user interactions. Formally, we consider a forum to consist of a set of
users U and a set of content items C. To bring structure into the forum we define a mapping
which assigns each content item to a user (the author of the contribution). To
model the discussion structure of the forum we furthermore define a mapping
which assigns a content item to a parent item in the discussion, i.e. to the content item to which
the contribution was formulated as a reply. This interconnection of the content items generates
connected tree structures which represent the discussion threads in a community. All content items
are associated with on of these discussion threads and the formally the contents in the entire
community can be represented as a graph in the form of a forest.
The interactions which take place among users and between users and content items in this
simplistic model of a forum can be broken down to two aspects of interaction:




Authoring a content item: A user can make a new contribution to the forum by authoring a
content item. This content item is associated with the user via the author mapping defined
above.
Replying to a user: A more specific case of making a contribution is when a content item is
formulated as a reply to an existing content item. The reply structure is given by the parent
mapping defined above. Furthermore, replying to a content item also implies to interact
with a specific user, i.e. the author of the contribution to which a reply is formulated. This
also leads to the notion of a bi-directional interaction, i.e. does a user respond to a content
item which was a reply to one of his contributions itself. This type of bi-directional
interaction receives particular attention, because it is a form of bi-lateral interaction
between users. Thus it constitutes an exchange of information rather than just sending a
message from one participant in the forum to another participant (even without knowledge
about whether the other participant has actually perceived the message).

While this set of two interactions might seem relatively restrictive at first sight, it allows for a wider
range of interaction based features for users and discussion threads evolving around the content
items. The following list gives an overview and a short explanation of those features:
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Content item features
o Number of replies: How many replies were made to the content item?
o Part of a bi-directional conversion: Is this contribution part of a bi-directional
interaction, i.e. is it a response to a user who replied again to this content item?
o Depth in a discussion tree: How far away is the content item from the root of its
discussion thread?
User features
o Average number of received replies: How many replies does a user receive on
average for one of her contributions (independent of his contribution being the
start of a new thread or a reply to another contribution by itself)?
o Average number of contributions per thread: When being involved in a discussion,
how many contributions does the user make on average to the discussion?
o Ratio of bi-directional interactions with neighbours: With how many of the other
users this user has interacted with, did she have a bi-directional interaction?
o Ratio of bi-directional posts: How many of the contributions of the user are part of
a bi-directional interaction?
o Indegree ratio: With which proportion of the users in the community did the user
interact?
o Neighbours count: With how many other users did the user interact in absolute
terms?
o Number of replying users: How many other users did reply to a contribution of this
user?
o Number of posts: How many contributions did the user make in total?
o Number of threads: In how many discussion threads has the user been active?
o Thread initiation ratio: How many of the threads the users contributed to did she
start herself?
Discussion thread features
o Depth of the discussion tree: How long is the longest path from the root of the
discussion tree structure to one of the leaves?
o Size of the discussion tree: How many contributions are there to the overall
discussion?
o User involved in the discussion: Which and how many distinct users were involved
in the discussion?
o Bi-directional discussion: Does the discussion contain some bi-directional element,
i.e. is there some bi-lateral interaction among the users in this discussion?

Social Context Features for a Rich Discussion Forum (StackExchange)
The features above only rely on the simplistic and basic structure of a discussion community. For
specific communities, the potential interactions and the provided information is typically richer.
Accordingly, the list of features can be extended in a modular way to complement the above basic
features.
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As one example for a family of richer communities we present here StackExchange in more detail.
In the case of a StackExchange community, the interactions and information which go beyond the
basic features above are:













Availability of content: The StackExchange communities provide the full content of all
contributions. As all discussion fora will have contents it is disputable if the availability of
content should not be considered as a basic feature. However, we opted against it, as in
business scenarios the content might be considered confidential and might not be available
and as in public scenarios, the content might be personal or even sensitive data and should
not be processed.
Tags of contents: Contributions can be tagged by the users to make them more easily
accessible by search functionalities.
Upvotes and downvotes: User can vote on content items they consider useful or wrong or
misleading.
Reputation of users: StackExchange provides a reputation score for the users. This score is
computed on the basis of a well-defined formula18. As such it is not directly comparable to
the more subtle modality of reputation considered in REVEAL, which can follow different
notions and cannot be fixed explicitly by such a formula.
Favouring content items: User can mark content items they like or want to keep as
reference using a favour function.
Distinction between questions, answers and comments: StackExchange discussions consist
of well-defined and distinct categories of contributions. A discussion is started by a
question and replies to this question constitute the proposed answers. Among the answers
the user can identify a correct answer. Furthermore, questions and answers can be
commented by user, e.g. to request clarifications, to provide small additions or to give
feedback to the authors.
User profiles: Users can describe themselves with information about their age, location, a
link to a website and a short bio (called “about me”). Furthermore, also the account age is
known, i.e. when the user joined the community.
Number of views: For content items it is known how often they have been viewed by users.

This relatively rich set of interactions and additional information provides an extended set of
features for the content items, the users and the discussion threads. Even if the information
available in the community would allow a content based analysis, we restrict ourselves again to
mainly structural information. The contents are used at most in an aggregated form and provide
derived information. The reasons for this approach are the same as mentioned above: a presumed
better generalisation of observed patterns and less noisy data. Below we list again the features
with a short explanation:

18

For details on the computation of reputation in StackExchange we refer to:
http://meta.stackexchange.com/questions/7237/how-does-reputation-work, accessed 18 August 2014
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Content item features
o Content length: How long is the contribution (number of characters)?
o Number of views: How many times has the content item been viewed by users?
o Number of favourites: How many times was a content item favoured by users?
o Type of contribution: Was the content item a question, an answer or a comment?
o Correct answer: If the content item was an answer, has been marked as the correct
answer?
o Number of tags: How many tags have been assigned to a content item?
User features
o Account age: How long is the user a member of the community?
o Age: did the user provide her age and if yes, how old is she?
o Number of questions: How many questions did the user ask? (This aligns with the
thread initiation count)
o Number of answers: How many answers did the user give?
o Number of comments: How many comments did the user make?
o Average post length: What is the typical length of a contribution?
o Average number of answers per questions: How many answers does the user
typically receive when posing a question?
o Average number of comments per post: How many comments does the user
typically receive for her contributions?
o Average number of views per post: How many views does a post attract on
average?
o Correct answer ratio: Which ratio of the user’s answers has been marked as
correct?
o Provision of profile info: Does the user provide information about herself (location,
website or short bio)?
o Last access: How long is it ago, since the user has last logged in to the community?
o Reputation: Which reputation score does the user have?
Discussion thread features
o Average content length: What is the average content length of a contribution in the
discussion.
o Total content length: What is the total aggregated length of all contributions in this
discussion.

First Analysis of Interaction Features on StackExchange
Given the set of features above, we wanted to get first insights in how these features behave,
which ones are maybe correlated or even redundant. The focus of the analysis is on discussions and
users. We considered several StackExchange communities for this analysis. The candidates ranged
from rather small communities (community “Travel” with 10,163 users and 9,098 discussion
threads) over mid sizes communities (community “Apple” with users and 58,766 discussion 41,193
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threads) to the overall second largest19 StackExchange community (“Math” with 121,668 users and
277,548 discussion threads).
We computed all features for users and discussion threads and ran a correlation analysis to obtain
insights in the descriptiveness and potential redundancy of features. Correlation was measured
pairwise between all features using Spearman Rank Correlation to account for non-Gaussian
distributions of feature values. However, correlation is sensitive to biased observations. For
instance, many users in a community are passive and do not interact at all or only very few times.
Compared to the overall number of interactions these users are highly over-represented.
Therefore, we ran the analysis several times with an increasing filter of a minimal number of
interactions a user had to perform to be included in the analysis or a minimal thread length for the
discussions, respectively. In this way we could identify the impact of sparse observations for certain
individuals in the sample population and also exclude them from the analysis.
In general, we observed relatively consistent behaviour of all feature pairs across all analysed
communities. Thus, we only report the figures for the largest analysed StackExchange community
Math. The correlation matrices are visualizes in the plots in Figure 9 and Figure 10. For the analysis
we show the results when excluding all users with less than two contributions. This threshold gave
stable results which are also comparable to the ones obtained for higher activity thresholds. At the
same time it is least restrictive and includes 53,207 out of 121,668 users in the analysis. For the
analysis of discussion features we finally did not need to set any threshold on the minimum
discussion length, as anyway most threads are relatively long. Hence, the correlation of features did
not change much for higher thresholds.

Figure 9: Correlation analysis of features for disucssion threads

Figure 9 shows the correlation of features computed over the 277,548 discussion threads in the
Math community. We can see that relatively few feature pairs exhibit at least a weak correlation.
19

The largest StackExchange community StackOverflow is an order of magnitude larger and our first
implementation of the analysis has not been run on such high volumes of data on commodity hardware.
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The highest values are observed between the presence of a bi-directional interaction and the tree
depth of the discussion as well as the number of users involved in a discussion and the number of
contributions. The first observation is very plausible, as bi-directional interactions require at least a
depth of three to permit the interchanging reply pattern. Also the number of users can be expected
to increase at roughly the same rate as the number of contribution due to the Question/Answer
nature of StackExchange. Users will typically provide one question or one answer, at most some
additions or feedback in the form of comments.
Some weaker correlation can be observed between the features related to the intensity of
discussions (number of contributions, content length, tree depth, bi-directional interaction and
views). A weak negative correlation occurred between the average content length and the number
of users contributing to a discussion. This is interesting as it indicates a tendency of shorter
contributions if more people are involved.
In Figure 10 we can see the same correlation analysis for the user features. Given that in this case
we are considering a far higher number of features the following discussion of the results will be
more focused on particular observations. One group of correlations we observed is between the
features indicating if users provide meta-information about themselves (location, website or a
short bio). This can be related to the general willingness of a user to provide such information. As a
consequence they will tend to provide their short bio and their website together, at a lower degree
also their location. Interesting is also the correlation between the number of answers and the
correct answer ratio. This indicates that user giving a lot of answers also tend to give correct
answers, which could indicate some expertise in a particular field. Also, these people are involved in
a lot of bi-directional interaction, which means that they get feedback on their answers. The very
high correlation between the number of neighbours, number of replying users and in-degree ratio
is conceptual as it measures very similar structures. It might be interesting though as some features
might be easier to measure on streaming or sampled data. Also the strong correlation of initiating a
discussion and receiving a lot of replies as well as having few posts per thread can be attributed to
the nature of the community. People initiate discussions with a question for which they will receive
several answers proposing solutions. In turn the user posing a question will not often contribute to
the discussion herself by providing an answer. Furthermore, we observe a plausible positive
correlation between features indicating the intensity of user contributing to the community. Power
users contribute more posts and comments, receive more up and down-votes and are involved in
more discussion threads.
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Figure 10: Correlation analysis of user features

4.3.3 Related Work
Extracting and making use of interaction based features from online communities is a wide and
active field of ongoing research. Giving a comprehensive overview of all work in this field is hardly
feasible and not the purpose of this report. Instead we will focus on work which served for our
literature review and contributed main characteristics and features for our analysis.
Discussion style fora were in the centre of the works on role analysis in online communities (Rowe,
Fernandez, Angeletou, & Alani, 2013) and on churn prediction (Karnstedt, Rowe, Chan, Alani, &
Hayes, 2011). Both approaches had a strong focus on structural features, such as reply-ratios,
neighbour relations based on interaction, number of contributions, activity levels or centrality in a
network structure. Another approach considering structural features addressed the dynamics of
knowledge networks (Preusse, Kunegis, Thimm, Gottron, & Staab, 2013). Here the attention was
on how explicit links between information entities are added and removed and how this can be
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related to other structural features. On a higher level, the interesting insights from such works are,
that an analysis of structural features can provide good results in classifying users or predicting
their behaviour independent from the more complex content level of online discussions. This is
important, as a deeper analysis of the contents involves a choice for several parameters of text preprocessing, which is more susceptible to overfitting for certain communities or to strange
behaviour due to noise in the data.
Another line of interaction analytics focus on microblogs, most prominently on Twitter. The typical
interactions of retweeting, replying or mentioning other users as well as the use of hashtags has
been analysed in various scientific publications. For instance, in (Cha, Haddadi, Benevenuto, &
Gummadi, 2010) the authors looked at features such as the number of followers, users getting
retweeted or mentioned. The observations were that these types of interaction did behave
different and the authors concluded a different meaning behind the patterns with respect to
modalities such as popularity and influence. A stronger focus on the content side was given in
(Naveed, Gottron, Kunegis, & Che Alhadi, 2011), where the retweets were seen as indicators for
interesting contents. A model trained over historic data and their features (among others: presence
of hashtags, mentions or hyperlinks, sentiment, topic) then served to compute a probability of a
tweet to get retweeted. This probability in turn served as indicator for interestingness. The result of
the analysis gave insights into which content feature contribute to interesting social media
messages on Twitter.
4.3.4 Modules
The extraction of social context features based on interaction is still at an early state. Some parts of
it will definitely feed into other modules (e.g. the role analysis module in WP2). Other features will
be analysed further for their usefulness in revealing first and second level modalities.
Accordingly, the output of the module is not fully defined yet. Also the exact annotation of entities
depends on the analysed communities and the information and interactions they provide.
However, at the current state it is foreseen to provide minimum information for content items and
users which can be generated for all discussion style communities. This functionality will be
provided by the following module:


Social Context Model for Users (UKob)

A detailed description of the JSON output template for the module is provided in Appendix 10.5.

4.4

Social Context Around Content

This approach will focus on the collection and characterization of the social context that is
generated around content items shared in Online Social Networks (OSNs), i.e. up-votes and downvotes, re-posts and shares, comments and discussions. For this task we will adopt and utilize the
literature of information cascades in OSNs. The term information cascade refers to a process in
which a behaviour is adopted by an agent due to social influence exercised by other agents. The
information cascades we will study in the context of REVEAL are initiated by the posting/sharing of
online content items by OSN users. Examples of such content items might be: an image or a video
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shared in a social networking platform or content sharing website, a story shared in a news
aggregating website or simply a text-based status posted in a blogging service. We will hence call
the content item that initiates the cascade, the initial post and the user posting it the source user.
Consequently, we will differentiate between two distinct types of information cascades
encountered in OSNs. The first one, which we will call a propagation or diffusion process, is formed
by the users’ liking/up-voting and re-sharing an initial post. As such, the behaviour adopted by the
users that propagate the initial post is their declaration of accepting or liking the initial post. For
example, a tweet posted in Twitter may be re-tweeted and/or favourite by multiple users that
agree with its content, find it interesting or simply want to raise awareness and visibility of its
content by propagating it further in the social network. The case is similar for Facebook, where an
image posted may both be shared and liked by other users. We see thus that there might be more
than one flavour of propagation for shared items. YouTube users are able to up-vote videos shared
in the website. Stories posted in Digg, Reddit, Disqus and other similar story-aggregating websites
might also be favourited/up-voted. We will call the platform-specific adoption action, the
propagation action. The second type of process, which we will call a contribution or discussion
process, is formed by the users’ commenting on the initial post or on other comments placed in
relation to the post and subsequently forming a discussion tree (see also Section 4.3.2). For
example, discussions are often formed under YouTube videos, Twitter tweets, Facebook
images/statuses, stories posted on Digg or any other discussion forum/platform and under Q&A
threads such as the ones hosted in StackExchange. A contribution process contains the notion of
user re-entry in the discussion process. The behaviour adopted/rejected in such a case is the
contribution to the discussion.
4.4.1 Related data & collection
In order to comprehensibly study such processes, we need to collect various kinds of data related
to a cascade. For both propagation and contribution processes we may gather the time series of
the propagation actions by collecting their timestamps e.g. the timestamps of re-tweets of a certain
tweet. This is required in order to study the rate of propagation actions and the life expectancy of
the initial post. Another important signal is the set of implicated users to the cascade. When a user
performs a propagation action it is implied that they adopted the acceptance of the initial post by
another user. The information of who influenced who is also very relevant to the analysis of
information cascades, although it is not always clear. We consider a distinction between explicit
and implicit propagation processes. Consider a re-tweet propagation process: when a user retweets a certain tweet, it is made explicitly clear which is the unique “parent” influencing user and
tweet. In contrast, there have been studies that considered an alternative, implicit type of cascade.
In (Lerman, Ghosh, & Surachawala, 2012), (Goel, Anderson, Hofman, & Watts, 2013), the
propagation does not happen by using a platform-specific, built-in mechanism; the users post an
item or URL independently and the parent user is then considered any one who has posted the
same item previously and is also directly followed by the adopting user. If there are more than one
neighbours in the social graph, then we observe a so-called collision of cascades (Leskovec, Adamic,
& Huberman, 2007) and the matter is resolved by considering the most recent user to be the
influencer, or all of them. The latter solution leads to diffusion networks, in contrast to diffusion
trees and introduces further complexity in the analysis of the matter. Still, we consider it a more
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realistic solution due to the fact that multiple exposures tend to higher adoption probability
(Bakshy, Rosenn, Marlow, & Adamic, 2012). Another caveat in the usage of implicit diffusion
cascades is best shown with another example: a user may be influenced by the posting of an item
by another user that is not directly connected to, but still proximal in the social graph; e.g. a tweet
by a very influential politician or maybe a tweet made by one’s followers might appear in one’s
Twitter feed. We will begin our study with the analysis of explicit diffusion cascades, such as retweet and re-share diffusion trees. Another important signal is the underlying network of the
users. An explicit network (e.g. subscribe, follow) would be very informative if it is possible to be
collected, but implicit networks that correspond to the history of other adoption processes (i.e.
past replies, shares etc.) might also be informative. A study on Facebook share cascades (Dow,
Adamic, & Friggeri, 2013) has used explicit propagation information along with friendship networks
to reconstruct the true diffusion process.
Also informative in the scope of REVEAL is the study of contribution processes. They further
introduce the need for collecting additional related data. Each comment in a discussion is either in
response to the initial post or to another comment. It is very important to gather the target of each
comment as well as the identity of the user who posted it, thus forming a discussion tree. A user
may place multiple comments in the same discussion at various levels, thus introducing the notion
of user recurrence (please note the difference with the concept of a bi-directional interaction
between users discussed in Section 4.3.2). It is commonly assumed that each comment has one
“parent” comment; the only parentless comment should be the initial post. It should be noted that
in a discussion modelling study made on Twitter (Macksassy, 2012), it was assumed that a tweet
may be in reply to more than one users. Twitter differentiates between the @reply and the
@mention functions. A reply is a tweet in response to another tweet and is made by placing the
@user_name tag in the beginning of the tweet, whereas a mention has the @user_name tag
anywhere in the tweet. In (Macksassy, 2012) it was assumed that if more than one @user_name
tags were in the beginning of a tweet, then that tweet is addressed to all these multiple users. If we
consider following this train of thought provided it applies to OSNs of interest, then perhaps more
than one parent comments will be considered; for example, the most recent comments of the
corresponding users. This would lead to a discussion network, again introducing greater complexity
in the analysis thereof.
We now concisely envisage the collection of explicit cascade social context in some platforms of
interest. Depending on the future plans, other OSN platforms may need to be considered.
Twitter: We intend to use the open source Java API by Twitter4j20 for gathering tweet-related data
and since we require the collection of social context around precise tweets or users we will utilize
functions that wrap Twitter REST API requests. The Twitter class inherits some methods from
the TweetsResources interface that are useful. Following that, we may use the
Twitter.lookup(Long[] tweetIds) command to get a list of fully detailed status objects
(ResponseList<Status>). This method wraps the REST API’s HTTP call GET
statuses/lookup. Up to one hundred tweet ids correspond to one call and the call rate limit is
20

http://twitter4j.org/en/ accessed

18 August 2014
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180/user or 60/application. Following that, one may use the Status.getCreatedAt()
method to get the tweet’s timestamp. There is also the possibility of gathering the user that made
each post by calling Status.getUser(). For a single status lookup, one may collect a Status
object that contains all related data for a given tweet by calling Twitter.showStatus(Long
tweetId). In order to collect re-tweet trees one may use Twitter.getRetweets(Long
tweetId) to obtain up to 100 re-tweets of a tweet due to a Twitter API limitation. Using this
methodology
recursively,
one
may
gather
the
re-tweet
chain.
By
calling
Status.getInReplyToStatusId() one collects the parent tweet of a tweet. Unfortunately,
the Twitter REST API v1.1 does not feature a method for gathering replies to a tweet, as was
provided in v1. As a consequence, one must consider alternative methods, such as scraping (there
exist implementations available online21).
YouTube: We consider the usage of Google’s Java client library22. New-style YouTube comments are
Google+ powered and support thread-like discussions. They can be retrieved by calling
Plus.Comments.List plus.comments().list(activityId), where activityId
refers to a Google+ activity id. One may recursively call this command to get the full discussion tree.
For each comment/activity one may then retrieve the actor and the publishing timestamp.
Finally, we will briefly discuss the usage of some datasets described in Section 4.2. Both the Twitter
2010 (see Section 4.2.4) and the Digg 2009 (see Section 4.2.5) datasets were used in (Lerman,
Ghosh, & Surachawala, 2012) to study implicit propagation cascades. We are able to study the
structure of diffusion trees to obtain a better understanding of the cascade patterns that are
exhibited in OSNs. The underlying subscription networks are also available. The SlashDot (see
Section 4.2.6), Barrapunto (see Section 4.2.7) and Wikipedia (see Section 4.2.8) datasets were
studied in (Gómez, Kappen, Litvak, & Kaltenbrunner, 2013), in which the structure and evolution of
explicit discussion trees was performed. An additional challenge in the SlashDot and Barrapunto
datasets is the possibility of users to post comments anonymously. The full StackExchange dump
(see Section 4.2.2) may be used for constructing explicit discussion trees (or networks) as they
appear in Question/Answers websites and underlying user networks may be created based on the
history of replies among users.
4.4.2 Contribution to modalities and connection to modules
The CERTH T4.2 modules will contribute to the first level content modalities: Popularity and
Influence. Specifically considering contribution processes, we furthermore intend to extract other
useful metrics, such as controversiality. All analysis will be network-based, i.e. no text- or imagebased processing will take place. We now describe the envisaged contribution to modalities with
respect to their definitions and also briefly introduce the modules.
Popularity: This should be a simple measure based on the number of distinct users propagating a
content item or contributing to a discussion under it. A means to integrate the impact from various

21

http://adriancrepaz.com/twitter_conversations_api accessed 18 August 2014

22

https://code.google.com/p/google-api-java-client/ accessed 18 August 2014
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cascading actions (up-vote, share, comment) will take place. If additional information regarding the
type of users involved is required, it will be done in concert with WP2 modules.
Influence: This modality quantifies the degree to which a content item initiates discussions and/or
other actions. This is closely related to the concept of virality. Virality can be characterized based on
analysing the time-series of propagation actions, e.g. the rate of YouTube video views as in (Crane
& Sornette, 2008) and the arrival patterns of initial commenters/up-voters in Facebook as in
(Backstrom, Kleinberg, Lee, & Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil, 2013), or by characterizing the structure of
the propagation tree (Goel, Anderson, Hofman, & Watts, 2013). For contribution processes, we
would assume that an influential item would initiate not only a discussion in which a lot of users
participate, but also in which there is a large number of comments posted.
Controversiality: A study in (Gómez, Kaltenbrunner, & López, Statistical analysis of the social
network and discussion threads in slashdot, 2008) has proposed that discussion tree depth is not a
reliable index of engaging conversations because they might just be a result of a dialog between
two people. Similarly, a large number of comments made directly to the initial post might indicate
simple agreement. Instead, a discussion that is both deep and wide is potentially interesting,
engaging and possibly indicative of controversial content. Indeed, in (Gonzalez-Bailon,
Kaltenbrunner, & Banchs, 2010) it was shown that political discussion trees in SlashDot tend to be
deeper, wider and also have a larger number of recurring users on average. A final signal that may
be used for deducing controversiality is the down-vote count, if it exists in an OSN of interest. We
intend to perform analysis of discussion trees to deduce similar observations as well.
Multimedia Social Context Builder: This module will be responsible for the extraction of social
context around a given initial post/content item. Furthermore, it will be able to track a content
item’s social context evolution, if deemed interesting. This will be performed either via the usage of
an OSN platform’s corresponding API, or by scraping, as discussed in Section 4.4.1.
Multimedia Modality Extractor: This module will be responsible for the analysis of the social
context gathered via the Multimedia Social Context Builder module towards the extraction of the
modalities described previously. Apart from the extraction of these modalities, the prediction
thereof is also a goal of this module.
4.4.3 Quantifying cascade characteristics
A submitted study (Goel, Anderson, Hofman, & Watts, 2013) proposes the use of the Wiener-index
to characterize diffusion trees. The Wiener-index is equal to the average value of all between-node
shortest paths. A higher index value denotes higher virality. This index was proposed under the
motivation that wide trees might possibly be the result of a broadcast of information, such as the
featuring of videos in YouTube, whereas viral content should form deep diffusion trees with smaller
broadcasts at each level. Similarly, deep but not wide trees might be the result of chance. Finally,
the Wiener index is proposed as a metric for the characterization of tree complexities in any
context. In (Gómez, Kaltenbrunner, & López, 2008), the h-index is proposed as a metric of
controversiality in discussion trees. The h-index is an integer value that is equal to the greatest
depth level that has at least equal width. Again, the motivation here is that a very deep tree might
be the result of a heated discussion between just two users and a tree that is both wide and deep is
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indicative of a controversial initial post. The position that multiple implicated users in a discussion
results in “bushy” trees is also made in (Kumar, Mahdian, & McGlohon, 2010). Another metric for
the characterization of the structure of a tree is the distribution of in-degrees, as studied for
discussion trees in (Wang, Ye, & Huberman, 2012) and diffusion trees in (Dow, Adamic, & Friggeri,
2013). Finally, the distribution of descendants for each node is studied for discussion trees in
(Gómez, Kappen, Litvak, & Kaltenbrunner, 2013) and diffusion trees in (Dow, Adamic, & Friggeri,
2013).
We note that the problem of characterizing tree complexity by taking into account both width and
depth is apparent in both influence and controversiality detection by characterizing diffusion and
discussion trees respectively.
For controversiality quantification we also intend to explicitly study user recurrence and active
contributor count in a discussion (i.e. not just assume that a “bushy”, complex tree probably
involves many active, recurring contributors). In (Macksassy, 2012), a measure called chat-entropy
was used to quantify the extent to which all participants in a dialog contribute equally, in contrast
to one user dominating. In (Gonzalez-Bailon, Kaltenbrunner, & Banchs, 2010), an additional h-index
was used to quantify active contributor count in a discussion. Generative models for discussion
modelling have incorporated user re-entry in (Kumar, Mahdian, & McGlohon, 2010), (Backstrom,
Kleinberg, Lee, & Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil, 2013).
A study in (Backstrom, Kleinberg, Lee, & Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil, 2013) has shown that if the initial
up-voters of a content item in Facebook are explicitly linked together, the item is likely to be of
niche interest and as such will not initiate a complex diffusion. In contrast, it is likely to spark a
longer discussion. We intend to study another social context index, that of the implicated user
community cohesion by taking into account the underlying network.
4.4.4 Predicting cascade characteristics
Epidemic modelling tools have been used to describe information cascades in OSNs. Specifically,
the initial post is assumed to be a contagious agent and its adoption process is assumed to follow
along the underlying user network. For example, a simple SIR epidemic process has been used in
(Goel, Anderson, Hofman, & Watts, 2013) to generate artificial propagation cascades given an
underlying user network and the resulting dataset exhibited many of the qualities present in a real
dataset.
A generative model for predicting the evolution of discussions is proposed in (Gómez, Kappen,
Litvak, & Kaltenbrunner, 2013). The model lacks a time-dependent variable. This may be
incorporated by studying user attention and also OSN-specific content visibility mechanisms, as in
(Wang, Ye, & Huberman, 2012). Furthermore, user recurrence is an important factor to be
incorporated in the model, as in (Kumar, Mahdian, & McGlohon, 2010). Prediction of user
recurrence was also performed in a Facebook and Wikipedia discussion study (Backstrom,
Kleinberg, Lee, & Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil, 2013).
4.4.5 Modules
The methods presented above will be implemented in the following module:
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Social Context Model for Content (CERTH)

A detailed description of the JSON output template for the module is provided in Appendix 10.6.

4.5

Tracking Communities Across Time

A social network is not static, new users join the network, old ones might depart or might change
who they interact with. Thus time is an important contextual parameter in the study of networks
(Spiliopoulou, 2011). Data derived communities represent a meso-scale structure in social
networks, something that stands between the study of individual nodes, and the study of the
network as a whole. Thus tracking the evolution of communities across time may reveal
information about their longevity, their affinity, or their importance. Some of the transformations
a community might undergo are depicted in Figure 11 and include: Growth (red), shrink (yellow),
merge (blue), split (green), formation (pink), and death (grey).

Figure 11: Evolution of communities and related phenomena. (Source: http://www.cfinder.org/)

4.5.1 Overview of the Approach
The communities we have in mind are essentially user interaction communities, i.e. the nodes
represent users and the edges represent interactions between them. Thus the current work can be
summarized as follows:
1. Segment an evolving social network into frames with a time window
2. Detect communities on each time frame, via an established static community detection
algorithm
3. Associate communities between consecutive time frames
Segmentation of a chronologically arranged social network can be performed via an orthogonal
sliding window with overlap. The detection of communities on each time frame can be performed
with the clique percolation algorithm (Palla, Derenyi, & Vicsek, 2005), the version we have used
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discovers overlapping communities of nodes (i.e. users) in an undirected networks. Of course, any
community detection algorithm can be used.
The association of communities across time frames has been an area of active research; many
studies reduce the concept on community similarity to the number of common nodes, see for
instance, (Greene, Doyle, & Cunningham, 2010), (Brodka, Saganowski, & Kazienko, 2013), (Palla,
Barabasi, & Vicsec, 2007), (Spiliopoulou, Ntoutsi, Theodoridis, & Schult, 2013).
4.5.2 Detailed Description
In the current work we have implemented the Group Evolution Detection (GED) that appeared in
(Brodka, Saganowski, & Kazienko, 2013). It is based on the number of common nodes, but also on a
structural measure. GED uses a criterion that is known as inclusion of a community in another, in
the next time frame. It is defined as follows:

where I represent the inclusion of community G1 in G2, SPG denotes the quality of a certain
community, which is reduced to the importance of the nodes that make up the community. In the
current experiments we considered the degree of a node as its quality. In addition there are two
parameters which serve as thresholds: a and b. Based on the above, the GED method for the
detection of evolutionary events can be stated as shown in Table 5.
Table 5: Community Tracking

Evolutionary
Event

Condition

1

Continuing

I(G1,G2)>= a and I(G2,G1)>=b and |G1| =|G2|

2

Shrinking

I(G1,G2)>=a and I(G2,G1)>= b and |G1|>|G2|OR I(G1,G2)< a and
I(G2,G1) < b and |G1| >=|G2|

3

Growing

I(G1,G2) >= a and I(G2,G1)>=b and |G1|<|G2|OR I(G1,G2)>= a and
I(G2,G1)<b and |G1| <=|G2| and there is only one match (matching
event) between G1 and all communities in the next time window Ti+1

4

Splitting

I(G1,G2)< a and I(G2,G1) >= b and |G1|>=|G2| and there is more than
one match (matching event) between G1 and all communities in the
next time window Ti+1
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6
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I(G1,G2) >= a and I(G2,G1)< b and |G1|<=|G2| and there is more than
one match (matching event) between G2 and all communities in the
previous time window Ti
for G1 ∈ Ti and for each community G2 ∈ Ti+1 I(G1,G2)<10% and
I(G2,G1)<10%

7

Forming

for G2 ∈ Ti+1 and for each community G1 ∈ Ti I(G1,G2)<10% and
I(G2,G1)<10%

4.5.3 Experiments
Next we describe that data we obtained, as well as the software we used. Moreover, we have
developed modules for data segmentation, as well as for the implementation of the community
tracking method in Matlab.
Data Collection & preprocessing
We collected 208.841 tweets, between 18/3/2014 and 19/3/2014 based on the following
keywords: Crimea, Russia, Nazi, EU, and Ukraine from the streaming API of Twitter. This means that
the said keywords could be found in any place in the tweet. Then we removed the tweets that did
not contain any mention. (Mentions in a tweet are of the form @userScreenName). Next, we build
a graph based on mentions between the users, the direction of mentions was ignored, as well as
the number of times a user is mentioned another one. Thus the resulting graph was undirected,
and un-weighted.
Segmentation, Static Community Discovery, Community tracking
We segmented the data into 4 time frames, with 10% overlap between frames. For that we used a
sliding orthogonal window. Then we computed communities in each time frame with the aid of
CFinder23 that implements the clique percolation algorithm that was mentioned above, with k=4.
This refers to the size of the building block of communities, which is a clique of size 4.
After that, we run the community tracker (GED) with parameters a=b=0.5; this essentially meant to
compute I(G1,G2) for each pair of communities at two consecutive time frames, for all consecutive
frames. It is assumed that only one event may occur between two communities (G1, G2), and it is
possible not to have an evolutionary event for a community.

23

http://cfinder.org/ accessed 18 August 2014
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Table 6: Number of Evolutionary Events

Time
Interval

Formation

Death

Continue

Grow

Shrink

Split

1

71

34

0

3

4

5

2

87

64

0

4

5

0

3

68

107

1

0

1

0

Total

226

205

1

7

10

5

The results are summarised in Table 6. We can observe that two types of events overwhelm the
results, i.e. Formation and Death; that is probably due to the low level of community similarity
between consecutive time frames. Moreover, no merge events were detected. A higher
percentage of overlap between frames, would watch more closely the evolution of the underlying
social network, and consequently a higher level of community similarity would be detected
between consecutive time frames, this would lead to fewer formation and death events, and it
would increase the other type of events.
There are various issues to be investigated next, such as the sensitivity of the community tracking
with respect to parameters (a,b), and with respect to the size and overlap of the sliding window.
Also, we plan to enhance community tracking with content features.
4.5.4 Modules
The methods presented above will be implemented in the following module:


Community Tracking Module (NCSR’D)

As the module development is still at a very early stage the JSON output template for this module
has not been defined yet.

4.6

Summary Social Context Extraction

Also the task of social context extraction is progressing well. The analysis of interaction based social
context features has given first insights into which characteristics of the interaction among users
and between users and content items are worth a further investigation. Also the construction of
context features around content items is providing a good basis for next steps in the
implementation plan. Progressing this task will encompass the full implementation and thorough
evaluation of the approaches. Furthermore, in the outlook Section 7.2 of this report we refer to
concrete plans for extending the approaches presented here.
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5 Topical Context Extraction
The topical context of a social media content item provides additional information about the scope,
focus and topic of a content item. Knowledge of this context can help to associate an item with a
stream of discussion, a topically focused community or an event.
Topics can be modelled in various ways: probabilistic (e.g. language models (Pickhardt, Gottron,
Körner, Wagner, Speicher, & Staab, 2014), latent Dirichlet allocation (Blei, Ng, & Jordan, 2003),
probabilistic latent semantic analysis (Hofmann, 1999)), explicit (e.g. explicit semantic analysis
(Gabrilovich & Markovitch, 2007)) or even using semantic concepts (e.g. SKOS concepts (Miles &
Bechhofer, 2009)). Topic models of different nature are in the focus of task T4.3.

5.1

Requirements for Topical Context Extraction

Topics in social media correspond to a generalization of the contained specific terms and words
towards latent concepts. This step of generalization allows for two practical applications in the
context of REVEAL. First, we can generalize search functionality from keywords to topics, to allow
for a fuzzier search. This is of particular value in a case where an end user does not know the
specific keywords which are associated with her information need.
There are several scenarios listed in D1.1 (Rath-Wiggins, et al., 2014) which are related to topical
contexts. The enterprise mini scenarios on customer relation, negative or positive discussions and
innovation gathering refer to the use of topic models. Here the use of latent topics or language
models (see Section 5.3) can help to identify what a contribution or an entire discussion is about
and how it matches into the overall community.
Table 7: Mapping requirements from D1.1 to the task of topical context extraction

Context
Scenario Name
Requirement
C4
Revealing location: Mapping
workbench
C5
Revealing location: Trending
Workbench

Description
I can manually upload content (image, video, text)
and search for the original location.
I can receive an overview of trending topics on a
map.

Among the user requirements from D1.1 there are two which are directly related to a topical
context. Table 7 lists these requirements. The first requirement (C4) is related to the geospatial
topic model as a specific instance of topic models. These topic models will be extended in this task.
The second requirement (C5) relates to topic detection and tracking in order to be able to detect
shifts in topic distributions or topic use. Also the notion of events plays a role here.
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Datasets and Resources for Topical Context Extraction

5.2.1 Wikipedia
Wikipedia is one of the largest publicly available and actively maintained corpora for text across
multiple domains. Furthermore, there exists a wide range of Wikipedias in different languages,
rendering it into a valuable resource for multilingual text. The texts are available as database
dumps and provide a rich syntactic structures. For evaluation purposes we employed four different
Wikipedias (wiki). As languages we considered English (en), German (de), French (fr), and Italian (it).
The data sets ranged in the size of 193 million tokens (wiki-it) to 1,689 million tokens (wiki-en).
5.2.2 JRC-Acquis Corpus
The JRC-Acquis corpus is composed of mainly legal documents of the European union and their
translations to multiple languages (Steinberger, et al., 2006). As such it provides special purpose
and narrow domain data. The interesting part of the data set is that it roughly provides the same
data in multiple languages. Therefore we considered it for evaluation as data set (JRC) using the
same languages as for the Wikipedia dataset. The size of the data set is, however, by far smaller
and ranges between 30 and 40 million words.

5.3

Generalised Language Models

Language Models (LM) are a probabilistic approach for predicting the occurrence of a sequence of
words. They are used in many applications, e.g. word prediction, speech recognition, machine
translation, or spelling correction. They can also be used for the purpose of style detection and
authorship verification or – when modelling a specific topic as a language by itself – to trace topics.
5.3.1 Overview of the approach
With Generalised Language Models (GLM), we introduced a novel approach for building language
models based on a systematic, recursive exploration of skip n-gram models which are interpolated
using modified Kneser-Ney smoothing (Pickhardt, Gottron, Körner, Wagner, Speicher, & Staab,
2014). The approach generalizes language models as it contains the classical interpolation with
lower order models as a special case. In an extensive empirical experiment over English text
corpora we demonstrated that the GLMs lead to a substantial reduction of perplexity between
3.1% and 12.7% in comparison to traditional language models using modified Kneser-Ney
smoothing. Furthermore, we investigate the behaviour over other languages (German, French,
Italian) and the domain specific JRC-Acquis corpus where we observed consistent improvements.
Finally, we also show that the strength of our approach lies in its ability to cope in particular with
sparse training data. Using a very small training data set of only 736 KB text we yield improvements
of even 25.7% reduction of perplexity. This is of particular interest in settings where little data is
available for building LM, e.g. when modelling the social media contributions of a specific user.
5.3.2 Detailed description
The task language models attempt to solve is the estimation of a probability of a given sequence of
words
. The probability ( ) of this sequence can be broken down into a
product of conditional probabilities:
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Because of combinatorial explosion and data sparsity, it is very difficult to reliably estimate the
probabilities that are conditioned on a longer sub-sequence. Therefore, by making a Markov
assumption the true probability of a word sequence is only approximated by restricting conditional
probabilities to depend only on a local context
of n − 1 preceding words rather than the full
sequence
. The challenge in the construction of language models is to provide reliable
estimators for the conditional probabilities. While the estimators can be learnt—using, e.g., a
maximum likelihood estimator over n-grams based on count information (
) over training
data—the obtained values are not very reliable for events which may have been observed only a
few times or not at all in the training data.
Smoothing is a standard technique to overcome this data sparsity problem. Various smoothing
approaches have been developed and applied in the context of language models. Chen and
Goodman (Chen & Goodman, 1999) introduced modified Kneser-Ney Smoothing, which up to now
has been considered the state-of-the-art method for language modelling over the last 15 years.
Modified Kneser-Ney Smoothing is an interpolating method which combines the estimated
conditional probabilities (
) recursively with lower order models involving a shorter
local context
and their estimate for (
). The motivation for using lower order
models is that shorter contexts may be observed more often and, thus, suffer less from data
sparsity.
The idea motivating our approach is to involve several lower order models which systematically
leave out one position in the context (one may think of replacing the affected word in the context
with a wildcard) instead of shortening the sequence only by one word at the beginning. This
concept of introducing gaps in n-grams is referred to as skip n-grams (Ney, Essen, & Kneser, 1994)
(Huang, Alleva, Hon, Hwang, Lee, & Rosenfeld, 1993). Among other techniques, skip n-grams have
also been considered as an approach to overcome problems of data sparsity (Goodman, 2001).
However, language models making use of skip n-grams models have never been investigated to
their full extent and over different levels of lower order models.
Formalisation of Generalised Language Models
We express skip n-grams using an operator notation. The operator applied to an n-gram removes
the word at the i-th position. For instance:
where * is used as wildcard
placeholder to indicate a removed word. The wildcard operator allows for larger number of
)
)
)
matches. For instance, when (
and (
then (
since at least the two sequences
and
match the sequence
. In order to align with standard language models the skip operator applied to the first
word of a sequence will remove the word instead of introducing a wildcard. In particular the
equation
omitting the first word.

holds where the right hand side is the subsequence of
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Experimental evaluation
To evaluate the quality of our generalized language models we empirically compare their ability to
explain sequences of words. To this end we use text corpora, split them into test and training data,
build language models as well as generalized language models over the training data and apply
them on the test data. As test data we employed texts obtained from Wikipedia and the JRC-Acquis
corpus.
All data sets have been randomly split into a training and a test set on a sentence level. The training
sets consist of 80% of the sentences, which have been used to derive n-grams, skip n-grams and
corresponding continuation counts for values of n between 1 and 5. Note that we have trained a
prediction model for each data set individually. From the remaining 20% of the sequences we have
randomly sampled a separate set of 100, 000 sequences of 5 words each. These test sequences
have also been shortened to sequences of length 3, and 4 and provide a basis to conduct our final
experiments to evaluate the performance of the different algorithms.
As evaluation metric we use perplexity: a standard measure in the field of language models
(Manning & Schütze, 1999). First we calculate the cross entropy of a trained language model given
a test set using:
(

)

( )

∑

(

( ))

where
will be replaced by the probability estimates provided by our generalized language
models and the estimates of a language model using modified Kneser-Ney smoothing.
, instead, is a maximum likelihood estimator of the test sequence to occur in the test corpus. Finally, T
is the set of test sequences. The perplexity is defined as:
(

)

(

)

Lower perplexity values indicate better results.
The perplexity values for all data sets and various model orders can be seen in Table 8. In this table
we also present the relative reduction of perplexity in comparison to the baseline.
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Table 8: Perplexity of GLM and MKN approaches and relative reduction of GLM over MKN for different data sets and models
or order 3 to 5.

Data set

Method

Wiki-en

MKN
GLM
Rel. change
MKN
GLM
Rel. change
MKN
GLM
Rel. change
MKN
GLM
Rel. change
MKN
GLM
Rel. change
MKN
GLM
Rel. change
MKN
GLM
Rel. change
MKN
GLM
Rel. change

JRC-en

Wiki-de

JRC-de

Wiki-fr

JRC-fr

Wiki-it

JRC-it

n=3
586.9
571.6
2.6%
147.2
145.3
1.3%
1074.1
1031.1
4.0%
235.4
229.4
2.5%
538.6
526.7
2.2%
155.2
153.5
1.1%
738.4
718.2
2.7%
177.5
175.1
1.3%

Model length
n=4
404.0
378.1
6.1%
82.9
80.6
2.8%
778.5
709.4
8.9%
138.4
131.8
4.8%
385.9
363.8
5.7%
92.5
90.1
2.5%
532.9
500.7
6.0%
104.4
101.8
2.6%

n=5
307.3
275.0
10.5%
54.6
52.5
3.9%
597.1
521.5
12.7%
94.7
86.0
9.2%
298.9
272.9
8.7%
63.9
61.7
3.5%
416.7
382.2
8.3%
71.8
69.6
3.1%

As we can see, the GLM clearly outperforms the baseline for all model lengths and data sets. In
general we see a larger improvement in performance for models of higher orders (n = 5). The gain
for 3-gram models, instead, is negligible. For German texts the increase in performance is the
highest (12.7%) for a model of order 5. We also note that GLMs seem to work better on broad domain text rather than special purpose text as the reduction on the wiki corpora is constantly higher
than the reduction of perplexity on the JRC corpora.
We made consistent observations in our second experiment where we iteratively shrank the size of
the training data set. We calculated the relative reduction in perplexity from MKN to GLM ￼for
various model lengths and the different sizes of the training data. We see that the GLM performs
particularly well on small training data. As the size of the training data set becomes smaller (even
smaller than the evaluation data), the GLM achieves a reduction of perplexity of up to 25.7%
compared to language models with modified Kneser-Ney smoothing on the same data set. The
absolute perplexity values for this experiment are presented in Table 9.
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Table 9: Perplexity of MKN and GLM on reduced training data over the Wiki-en data set.

Relative size of
training data
80%

8%

0.8%

0.08%

0.008%

Method
MKN
GLM
Rel. change
MKN
GLM
Rel. change
MKN
GLM
Rel. change
MKN
GLM
Rel. change
MKN
GLM
Rel. change

n=3
586.9
571.6
2.6%
712.6
683.7
4.1%
894.0
838.7
6.2%
1099.5
996.6
9.4%
1212.1
1025.6
15.4%

Model length
n=4
404.0
378.1
6.1%
539.8
492.8
8.7%
730.0
650.1
10.9%
963.8
820.7
14.9%
1120.5
875.5
21.9%

n=5
307.3
275.0
10.5%
436.5
382.5
12.4%
614.1
528.7
13.9%
845.2
693.4
18.0%
1009.6
750.3
25.7%

Beyond the general improvements there is an additional path for benefitting from generalized
language models. As it is possible to better leverage the information in smaller and sparse data
sets, we can build smaller models of competitive performance. For instance, when looking at Table
9 we observe the 3-gram MKN approach on the full training data set to achieve a perplexity of
586.9. This model has been trained on 7 GB of text and the resulting model has a size of 15 GB and
742 Mio. entries for the count and continuation count values. Looking for a GLM with comparable
but better performance we see that the 5-gram model trained on 1% of the training data has a
perplexity of 528.7. This GLM model has a size of 9.5 GB and contains only 427 Mio. entries. So,
using a far smaller set of training data we can build a smaller model which still demonstrates a
competitive performance.
5.3.3 Related Work
Smoothing techniques for language models have a long history. Their aim is to overcome data
sparsity and provide more reliable estimators—in particular for rare events. The Good Turing
estimator (Good, 1953), deleted interpolation (Je- linek and Mercer, 1980), Katz backoff (Katz,
1987) and Kneser-Ney smoothing (Kneser and Ney, 1995) are just some of the approaches to be
mentioned. Common strategies of these approaches are to either backoff to lower order models
when a higher order model lacks sufficient training data for good estimation, to interpolate
between higher and lower order models or to interpolate with a prior distribution. Furthermore,
the estimation of the amount of unseen events from rare events aims to find the right weights for
interpolation as well as for discounting probability mass from unreliable estimators and to retain it
for unseen events. The state of the art is a modified version of Kneser-Ney smoothing introduced in
(Chen and Goodman, 1999).
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Skip n-grams are typically used to incorporate long distance relations between words. Introducing
the possibility of gaps between the words in an n-gram allows for capturing word relations beyond
the level of n consecutive words without an exponential increase in the parameter space. However,
with their restriction on a subsequence of words, skip n-grams are also used as a technique to
overcome data sparsity (Goodman, 2001). In related work different terminology and different
definitions have been used to describe skip n-grams. Variations modify the number of words which
can be skipped between elements in an n-gram as well as the manner in which the skipped words
are determined (e.g. fixed patterns (Goodman, 2001) or functional words (Gao and Suzuki, 2005)).
5.3.4 Modules
The GLM approach for modelling languages is currently investigated for inclusion in upcoming
modules for topical context extraction. It can provide valuable input to other probabilistic models
for capturing topics and context. For instance, we are currently investigating how to include the
smoothing technique behind GLMs into topic models for geospatial regions (see Section 3.4) and
into further planned topic models (see outlook in Section 7.2.4).
Additionally, we consider a module to model language of specific authors. We will investigate
whether if this is a suitable approach for checking how far a contribution aligns with the language
of the author. Such information can be useful to check the authenticity of a message, to trace back
messages to the original author or to reveal if a single social media account is actually operated by
multiple real world persons. The outcome for such an analysis can be measured in terms of
perplexity for a given message and a known author over which a GLM has been trained. Such
functionality is envisioned to be provided by the following module:


User Language Model (UKob)

A detailed description of the JSON output template for the module is provided in Appendix 10.7.

5.4

Summary Topical Context Extraction

Work on topic context extraction has just commenced. Accordingly, on the contribution side we
need to significantly extend the approaches and incorporate them into a clean module outline.
With the GLM approach we have a good start on modelling languages. Furthermore, the methods
behind the geospatial context extraction based on topic models (see Section 3.4) can be extended
to other settings and context as well (see Section 7.2.4).
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6 Semantic Context Analysis
The approaches and modules presented in the previous sections focused on the detection and
extraction of specific dimensions of context. However, to leverage the full potential of contextual
information in the detection of higher order modalities it is beneficial to bring all these contexts
together. Thus, in this section we cover approaches for fusing context information of different
types and to interlink them using publicly available knowledge bases.

6.1

Requirements for Semantic Context Analysis

The semantic context analysis merges the various context for purposes where a joint vision or
combined analysis is required. Beyond the immanent combinations of topical context, social
context and geospatial context, the requirements call for additional knowledge. In task T4.4 we
envision to make use of publicly available knowledge coming from the Linked Open Data (LOD)
cloud. The information provided in this “Web of Data” covers multiple domains and topics and has
seen an enormous growth in volume and uptake in professional and industrial applications.
In REVEAL we have several scenarios where we need a broader and joint view to be able to derive
valuable information. For instance, the news mini scenarios on revealing multimedia content and
revealing location benefit under a joint analysis of various contexts by being able to check
consistency of provided information. Likewise the enterprise mini scenario on negative or positive
discussions can benefit from a higher accuracy using semantic background information to judge the
discussions. Finally, the mini scenario on information gathering may make use of semantic
information to connect topics and people. A prerequisite to these functionalities is to better
understand how public knowledge is provided on the Web of Data (see Section 6.3) and how it can
be managed efficiently and effectively (see Section 6.4). Eventually this insight will lead into a
semantic context analysis module.
Table 10: Mapping requirements from D1.1 to the task of semantic context analysis

Context
Scenario Name
Requirement
C2
Revealing location: Mapping
workbench

C5
C6

Revealing location: Trending
Workbench
Revealing location: Trending
Workbench

Description
I can filter the map over a location, including the
social networks I want to display <YouTube, Flickr,
Twitter, Foursquare, Instagram>, the time interval
of content and the search term.
I can receive an overview of trending topics on a
map.
I can set filters to a map, including the social
networks I want to display <Youtube, Flickr,
Twitter, Foursquare, Instagram>, the time interval
of content and the search term.
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D1.1 lists the user requirements shown in Table 10, which combine at least two types of context.
The envisioned Semantic Context Model (UKob) component will cover these combinations of
contexts.

6.2

Data sets

6.2.1 Semantic Web Challenge, Billion Triples Track Data Set
The Semantic Web Challenge is annual competition co-located with the International Semantic
Web Conference (ISWC). The purpose of the challenge is to attract cutting edge applications and
show cases for semantic web technologies. The Billion Triples Track of the challenge is specifically
geared towards making use of large amounts of publicly available Semantic Web Data. For the
challenge in 2012, the organisers provided a data set composed of approx. 1.4 billion RDF triples24.
The data set has been generated in the form of a Linked Open Data crawl and is organised in five
segments: (a) a crawl of DBPedia, (b) a crawl of publicly available data sets at Datahub, (c) a crawl
of freebase, (d) a crawl starting at the FOAF profile of Tim Berners-Lee and (e) a smaller segment of
remaining outgoing references form DBPedia, which are not covered by any of the other data sets
(thus, called “rest”). The data sets are publicly available25 and well established as a resource for
reproducible large scale experiments on Linked Data.
6.2.2 Dynamic Linked Data Observatory
The Dynamic Linked Data Observatory (DyLDO) provides weekly snapshots of LOD data sources
starting from always the same set of seed URIs. Under many aspects the data set has been
designed to correspond to a representative extract of the Linked Data cloud. Details on the design
considerations and their implementation for the data set can be found in the original publications
(Käfer, Umbrich, Hogan, & Polleres, 2013).
The initial snapshot from the 6th of May 2012 contains 16,376,867 RDF triples and covers a wide
range of data sources. The data is provided in the form of quads containing the RDF statement as
well as the source URI, where the triple was crawled from.

6.3

Identifying Data for Semantic Context Analysis

One challenge in using data from the Linked Data cloud is the identification of suitable data and
sources providing such data. Given the decentralised concept and distributed nature of Linked Data
this task is far from trivial. Hence, some first analysis and work has gone in the direction of
understanding how data is modelled, how schema-level descriptions are used by data engineers
and which patterns can be detected to support the identification of relevant data sets. The results
of this analysis do not directly provide a functionality which will be encoded into REVEAL modules
but provide important insights for the Semantic Context Model (UKob) component.
24

In 2013, the organisers of the challenge did not provide a data set any more, but asked the participants in
the challenge to provide and use their own data sets (of sufficient size).
25

Billion Triple Challenge 2012 data set: http://km.aifb.kit.edu/projects/btc-2012/ accessed 18 August 2014.
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6.3.1 Overview of the approach
Our analysis and research was following three steps. First, we performed a large scale analysis of
Linked Data to understand how RDF vocabulary (types and properties) are used in combination to
describe data (Gottron, Knauf, & Scherp, 2014). Second, we interviewed experts on how they
decide which vocabularies to use when publishing their data and which guidelines and principles
they follow (Schaible, Gottron, & Scherp, 2014). And third, we considered a structural analysis of
Linked Data to allow for alternative representations and descriptions and their applicability in
explorative investigation of Linked Data (Gottron, Scherp, & Scheglmann, 2014).
6.3.2 Detailed description
We will briefly summarize our findings for each of the three steps.
Large Scale Analysis of Schematic Information on the Linked Data Cloud
The Linked Open Data (LOD) graph represents a web-scale distributed knowledge graph interlinking
information about entities across various domains. A core concept is the lack of pre-defined
schema which actually allows for flexibly modelling data from all kinds of domains. However, Linked
Data does exhibit schema information in a twofold way: by explicitly attaching RDF types to the
entities and implicitly by using domain-specific properties to describe the entities. We applied
different techniques for investigating the schematic information encoded in the LOD graph at
different levels of granularity. We investigate different information theoretic properties of so-called
Unique Subject URIs (USUs) and measure the correlation between the properties and types that can
be observed for USUs on a large-scale semantic graph data set. Our analysis provided insights into
the information encoded in the different schema characteristics. Two major findings are that
implicit schema information is far more discriminative and that applications involving schema
information based on either types or properties alone will only capture between 63.5% and 88.1%
of the schema information contained in the data. As the level of discrimination depends on how
data providers model and publish their data, we have conducted in a second step an investigation
based on pay-level domains (PLDs) as well as the semantic level of vocabularies. Overall, we
observe that most data providers combine up to 10 vocabularies to model their data and that every
fifth PLD uses a highly structured schema.
Survey on Strategies for Vocabulary Use on the Linked Data Cloud
The choice of which vocabulary to reuse when modelling and publishing Linked Open Data is far
from trivial. There was no study that investigated the different strategies of reusing vocabularies for
LOD modelling and publishing. We performed a survey with 79 participants that examines the most
preferred vocabulary reuse strategies of LOD modelling. The participants, LOD publishers and
practitioners, were asked to assess different vocabulary reuse strategies and explain their ranking
decision. We found significant differences between the modelling strategies that range from
reusing popular vocabularies, minimizing the number of vocabularies, and staying within one
domain vocabulary. A very interesting insight is that the popularity in the meaning of how frequent
a vocabulary is used in a data source is more important than how often individual classes and
properties are used in the LOD cloud. Overall, the results of this survey helped us to better
understand the strategies how data engineers reuse vocabularies.
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Alternative descriptions for Linked Data entities
We developed an approach for modifying a declarative description of a set of entities (e.g., a
SPARQL query) for the purpose of finding alternative declarative descriptions for the entities. Such
a shift in representation can help to get new insights into the data, to discover related attributes, or
to find a more concise description of the entities of interest. Allowing the alternative descriptions
furthermore to be close approximations of the original entity set leads to more flexibility in finding
such insights. Our approach is based on the construction of parallel formal concept lattices over
different sets of attributes for the same entities. Between the formal concepts in the parallel
lattices, we define mappings which constitute approximations of the extent of the concepts. Two
types of mappings between parallel concept lattices have been formalised, and implementations of
these mappings have been evaluated w.r.t their ability to find alternative descriptions in a scenario
of several real-world RDF data sets. In this empirical evaluation, we observed good approximations
of the entity sets when using alternative descriptions.

6.4

Accessing and Managing Data for Semantic Context Analysis

A second challenge in the use of Linked Data is more on the technical side in accessing and
managing such data. While again the distributed nature and decentralised provision of the data is
cause of this challenge, the resulting difficulties are different ones.
6.4.1 Overview of the approach
The conceptual design of Linked Data foresees, that data is stored on the web in a de-centralised
way. Just as for the classical web this allows publishers to dynamically put their data online without
any overhead of notifying or interacting with a higher ordnance. The drawback of this concept is,
that data consumers have to find the data sources they require themselves and essentially need to
look up fresh data anytime they require it. This causes a certain communication overhead on the
data consumer’s side as applications have to deal with the tasks of data source identification, web
based requesting and data transfer over the web themselves. To reduce the latency of these tasks,
a typical scenario in applications is to use caches and indexes to keep a local copies of the data
(Umbrich, Hausenblas, Bernstein, Kiefer, & Reynolds, 2010). These indexes and caches need to be
updated frequently depending on whether or not the original data has changed.
Recent investigations have shown that Linked Data on a global level is relatively dynamic (Käfer,
Umbrich, Hogan, & Polleres, 2013). An important question for all applications is thus how often to
update their indices and which effects an outdated index might have on the accuracy of the data.
We have made some initial investigations regarding both questions. First, we investigated the
impact of changing data on the accuracy of various indexing models using data distributions.
Second, we checked for options of identifying changes in Linked Data sources using features of the
HTTP protocol as well as tracking the dynamics of data sources.
6.4.2 Detailed description
We start with a brief summary of our investigations in the direction of detecting and tracking
changes and proceed then with the impact of such changes on index structures and data caches.
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Detecting and Measuring the Degree of Changes of Linked Data
Data on the Linked Open Data cloud changes frequently. Applications that operate on local caches
of Linked Data need to be aware of these changes. In this way they can update their cache to
ensure operating on the most recent version of the data. Given the HTTP basis recommended in the
Linked Data guidelines, the native way of detecting changes would be to use HTTP header
information, such as the Last-Modified field. However, it is uncertain to which degree this field is
currently supported on the LOD cloud and how reliable the provided information is. We analysed a
large-scale dataset obtained from the LOD cloud by weekly crawls over almost two years and
provided by the Dynamic Linked Data observatory (Dividino, Kramer, & Gottron, 2014). On these
weekly snapshots, we observed that for only 15% of the Linked Data resources the HTTP header
field Last-Modified is actually available and that the date provided for the last modification aligns in
only 8% with the observed changes of the data itself. Thus using this information in applications is
not an option at the current time.
To empirically measure changes of LOD, recent approaches focus mainly on quantifying the changes
that occur in the LOD cloud by comparing two snapshots of a linked dataset captured at two
different points in time. These change metrics are able to measure absolute changes between
these two snapshots. However, they cannot determine the dynamics of a dataset over a period of
time, i.e., the intensity of how the data evolved in this period. We developed a general framework
to analyse the dynamics of linked datasets within a given time interval. We proposed a function to
measure the dynamics of a LOD dataset, which is defined as the aggregation of absolute,
infinitesimal changes, provided by change metrics (Dividino, Gottron, Scherp, & Gröner, 2014). Our
method can be parameterised to incorporate and make use of existing change metrics.
Furthermore, our framework enables the use of different decay functions within the dynamics
computation for different weights on changes depending on when they occurred in the observed
time interval. We applied our framework to conduct an investigation on the dynamics of selected
LOD datasets. We performed our analysis on the same data set from the Dynamic Linked Data
Observatory to identify dynamics of some of the larger data sources.
Impact of Evolving Linked Data on Index Structures and Caches
Given that change can only be detected at the cost of tracking data sources, the question is if the
required effort is worth taking, i.e. if the accuracy of changing data on data caches and indexes is
affected to a sufficiently high degree.
We analysed the sensitivity of twelve prototypical Linked Data index models towards evolving data
(Gottron & Gottron, 2014). Thus, we considered the reliability and accuracy of results obtained
from an index in scenarios where the original data has changed after having been indexed. Our
analysis is based on empirical observations over real world data covering a time span of more than
one year. The quality of the index models is evaluated w.r.t. their ability to give reliable estimations
of the distribution of the indexed data (Gottron, 2014). To this end we use metrics such as
perplexity, cross-entropy and Kullback-Leibler divergence. Our experiments show that all
considered index models are affected by the evolution of data, but to different degrees and in
different ways. We also make the interesting observation that index models based on schema
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information seem to be relatively stable for estimating densities even if the schema elements
diverge a lot.

6.5

Summary Semantic Context Analysis

The initial investigations provide us with some essential insights on how to deal with knowledge
from the Linked Data cloud. We see the need to adopt a hybrid approach of using data caches and
fetching live data from the cloud. This insights already motivated the development of the focused
exploration of sematic geospatial context in Section 3.6. As next steps we will implement specific
knowledge bases for various scenarios and types of context as well as approaches for merging
these context information. Finally we envision a method to check cross context semantic coherence
using Steiner tree structures in the knowledge graphs (see Section 7.2.5).
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7 Conclusions
7.1

Summary

All partners involved in WP4 have made significant contributions to the context centric analysis
framework. As determined by the DoW, the task on geospatial context extraction (T4.1) has been
active for the longest time and has lead to the most concrete and mature results. Several methods
for extraction spatial context have been investigated, explored and partially also implemented and
evaluated in first module prototypes. Also Task 4.2 on social context analysis has given some first
preliminary results and insights into how context evolves around users and content items. The
functionality has been implemented to certain degrees also in this task. The tasks on topical context
(T4.3) and semantic context analysis (T4.4) have just started. However, first theoretic results give
good indications on which roads to follow. The development of new smoothing techniques for
language models and the understanding of how to track and manage changing data on the Linked
Data cloud will have a clear impact on the modules which are going to be developed in these tasks.

7.2

Outlook

Work in WP4 is progressing in each of the tasks T4.1 to T4.4 now. While the methods presented in
this report are continuously refined and extended we also have some more specific plans for
extensions and additional functionality which are envisioned to lead to additional modules or
significant extensions. In the following we highlight some of the more concrete ideas.
7.2.1 Extraction of Geospatial Context using Geospatial Behaviour Profiling
We intend to experiment with the use of location services (e.g. FourSquare) checkin patterns to
geographically profile live news events. Sites like Four Square allow trending venues to be reported
within a radius of a location, reporting the top checkin venues in the area of interest and some
historical statistics about checkins.
This data clearly has relevance for display on a real-time situation assessment map, allowing an
analyst to see what is happening at venues in real-time as a story unfolds. When correlated with
prior knowledge about the news story / event inferences can be deduced. For example if a bomb is
reported to have exploded at a venue you would expect to see a reduction in people checked in at
the target venue, and maybe an increase in people checked in to nearby venues. You would also
see over time movement to/from a venue.
Technically this work will involve spatial-temporal geographic behaviour modelling, inference of
behaviour types and work with the WP5 trust and credibility model.
This work would add another storm topology to the Geospatial context extraction (pre-) processing
(ITINNO) component.
7.2.2 Extraction of Geospatial Context from Multimedia Content
Our preliminary experiments with geographic concepts proved to be promising. To maximize the
utility of the results, we plan to fuse the output of the geographic concepts together with the
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output of other geotagging components and produce a combined report including concepts
(probably OSM tags) and combined prediction scores. Emphasis will also be placed on evaluating
the concept detection module from a different point of view, placing the resulting concepts of
already geotagged images on a map and investigating whether we can visually spot some
problematic cases (e.g. an image which has been categorized as “desert” being close to the coast).
Extending the concept space by training the classifier with new image datasets comes also in
question for the near future.
In years 2 and 3, we plan to work more intensively on the geotagging problem. In particular, we aim
at producing competitive results in order to be able to participate in the MediaEval Placing Task in
2015. Until now, our efforts have mainly been concentrated on creating city models and testing
with the 2014 MediaEval image dataset. Finally, more emphasis will be placed on the task of
additionally considering textual or other kinds of metadata for the location estimation to improve
the accuracy of the existing method.
7.2.3 Social Context Around Content
Experimental work on modality prediction and the design of a predictive framework for diffusion
cascades based on underlying user networks is scheduled until the end of year 1. Furthermore, we
intend to reach a near-final stage in the static quantification and characterization of
diffusion/discussion trees and also work on other aspects of static quantification of modalities, such
as implicated user community cohesion/density. During this period of time, we consider utilizing
the datasets described in this document (sub-section 4.2).
Definitive work on modality prediction will take place in year 2. Specifically, more work will be done
for the design of a generative discussion model that explicitly incorporates comment popularity and
initial post bias as in (Gómez, Kappen, Litvak, & Kaltenbrunner, 2013) as well as user-recurrence
prediction (Backstrom, Kleinberg, Lee, & Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil, 2013), (Kumar, Mahdian, &
McGlohon, 2010) and temporal information as in (Kumar, Mahdian, & McGlohon, 2010), (Wang, Ye,
& Huberman, 2012). Work on fast time-series classification for identifying and predicting whether
content items are influential and/or of quality will also take place in year 2.
In year 3, we plan on performing more work towards improving the reconstruction of diffusion
cascades. A study in (Dow, Adamic, & Friggeri, 2013) has shown that explicit share diffusions in
Facebook might be shallower and miss important structure. Instead, the authors propose the use of
the underlying user network to better approximate the true diffusion structure. This situation is
exacerbated due to the fact that the underlying network at our disposition may not always be
complete (e.g. due to OSN API call rate limits), something that also needs to be addressed.
Furthermore, work will be done on diffusion and discussion networks (in contrast to trees, i.e.
when there exist multiple exposures to a content item before a propagation action is taken or when
a comment in a discussion is addressed to multiple parent comments), to expand the work done on
trees. Finally, we will research the feasibility of revealing other important cascade-related measures
and statistics or expanding to more OSNs, if required.
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7.2.4 Topics Models for Authors, Regions and over Time
Topic models have already been discussed in Section 3.4 for the purpose of detection regions and
their specific topics. The underlying theory is capable to model also other types of topics and their
relations to certain dimensions of context. This capability will be used to derive topical context
models.
We will investigate several variations of topic models based on hierarchical Dirichlet processes. The
hierarchy of the processes represent and model different types of relations between the involved
dimensions of context and how they influence each other. In particular we plan to investigate three
dimensions and modes of influence and topic propagation: (a) topics for authors, (b) topics for
communities and (c) topics for time. Furthermore we will investigate combinations of these
dimensions.
When modelling authors in a community and their interaction, we can provide a network of
interaction. This provides us with a native model for influence. For instance, when looking at
follower networks on Twitter we can explicitly incorporate the knowledge of the network topology
into the model and how the topics of a specific user are propagated to other users.
Similarly we can use community detection algorithms to model an online community network in a
more coarse resolution. Sub-communities will overlap and users which are part of several
communities or who are on located on the boundary between communities define a network
structure on the sub-community level.
Finally, under the time dimension we have a simpler setting, where influence can only occur in one
dimension and in only one direction. Nevertheless, time is an interesting dimension as it naturally
lends itself to model events. This means we can aim at identifying emerging or trending topics,
which are defined by a strong increase in the probability for a certain topic which did not exist
before or which was not dominant.
The methods developed for detecting and modelling different types of topic models will lead to the
Topical Context Model (UKob) component.
7.2.5 Approaches for Semantic Context Analysis
Coming from the database community, STAR (Kasneci, Ramanath, Sozio, Suchanek, & Weikum,
2009) is an approximation algorithm for relationship queries over large relationship graphs. A
relationship query is a query asking for close relationships between a given set of two, three, or
more entities inside graphs. It is an important building block for many search, ranking, and analysis
tasks occurring in different applications. For example, keyword proximity search over relational
databases, graph search over RDF and other knowledge bases, entity relationship queries on the
Web, etc. Often such data comes with expressive node and edge labels that allow an interpretation
as a semantic graph and edge weights that reflect the strengths of semantic relations between
entities.
One aim in WP4 is to provide a toolkit for analysing coherence relations between context items. For
that reason we want to introduce and apply STAR. From an algorithmic point of view, the problem
we are facing in the project translates into computing the best Steiner trees between the given
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nodes, a classical NP-hard problem. It has been proved that for n query entities, STAR yields an
O(log(n))-approximation of the optimal Steiner tree in pseudo polynomial run-time, and in practical
cases the results returned by STAR are qualitatively comparable to or even better than the results
returned by a classical 2-approximation algorithm. The algorithm has been evaluated over both
main-memory as well as completely disk resident graphs containing millions of nodes. Experiments
show that in terms of efficiency STAR outperforms the best state of the art database methods by a
large margin, and also returns qualitatively better results.
The algorithm can be used to get reasonable context of given content items. For example, suppose
we want to get the context of a Twitter message “Walking along the Main to reach the banks in the
financial district of Frankfurt”. Let us assume some above literals have been extracted and correctly
mapped into existing knowledge graph, say, “Main” as a river, “Frankfurt” as a city, and “financial
district” as a place. Since there are two German cities having the same name, i.e. Frankfurt/Main
and Frankfurt/Oder. We can next make a relationship query by using STAR algorithm, which results
in a graph very closely connecting the entities of “Frankfurt/Main”, “Main” and “financial district”.
Thus the previous uncertainty related to Frankfurt will be eliminated. Since there is an extension to
the algorithm to return the top-k Steiner trees, the possible contexts of content items can be
assessed according to their corresponding ranked results, in case that it is impossible to deduce a
definite exact context.
The resulting functionality we envision to implement here will feed into the Semantic Context
Model (UKob) component.

7.3

Conclusions

The context centric analysis of information entities in social media has reached a good point after
ten month into the project. All tasks are active and have reached first results. Work is on track
according to the DoW.
The roadmap ahead considers aspects such as the first local integration of context analysis
components and extensive evaluation of the developed approaches. The modules in the recently
started tasks will take a more concrete shape and evolve in the next year. Accordingly, we expect a
mature state of the modules for the next prototype deliverable D4.2 in ten month from now.
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9 APPENDIX A: JSON format of Social Media APIs
In this section we provide examples for the JSON formats provided by Social Media APIs. We focus
on the data source mentioned in Section 2.4.
Example : Twitter Search
{
"metadata": {
"result_type": "recent",
"iso_language_code": "en"
},
"created_at": "Thu Dec 19 06:26:31 +0000 2013",
"id": 413555926671446000,
"id_str": "413555926671446016",
"text": "??even when the sky comes falling, even when the sun don't shine, i got
faith in you and i, now put ya pretty lil hand in mine?? ~miguel #oomf",
"source": "<a href=\"http://twitter.com/download/iphone\"
rel=\"nofollow\">Twitter for iPhone</a>",
"truncated": false,
"in_reply_to_status_id": null,
"in_reply_to_status_id_str": null,
"in_reply_to_user_id": null,
"in_reply_to_user_id_str": null,
"in_reply_to_screen_name": null,
"user": {
"id": 1882155235,
"id_str": "1882155235",
"name": "Ron Manlapid",
"screen_name": "Mynameisronron",
"location": "",
"description": "LACED GOD! Boxing is LIFE!",
"url": null,
"entities": {
"description": {
"urls": []
}
},
"protected": false,
"followers_count": 60,
"friends_count": 61,
"listed_count": 0,
"created_at": "Thu Sep 19 06:21:27 +0000 2013",
"favourites_count": 372,
"utc_offset": null,
"time_zone": null,
"geo_enabled": true,
"verified": false,
"statuses_count": 501,
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"lang": "en",
"contributors_enabled": false,
"is_translator": false,
"profile_background_color": "C0DEED",
"profile_background_image_url":
"http://abs.twimg.com/images/themes/theme1/bg.png",
"profile_background_image_url_https":
"https://abs.twimg.com/images/themes/theme1/bg.png",
"profile_background_tile": false,
"profile_image_url":
"http://pbs.twimg.com/profile_images/413018909214638080/B-YpwKxi_normal.jpeg",
"profile_image_url_https":
"https://pbs.twimg.com/profile_images/413018909214638080/B-YpwKxi_normal.jpeg",
"profile_banner_url":
"https://pbs.twimg.com/profile_banners/1882155235/1387306397",
"profile_link_color": "0084B4",
"profile_sidebar_border_color": "C0DEED",
"profile_sidebar_fill_color": "DDEEF6",
"profile_text_color": "333333",
"profile_use_background_image": true,
"default_profile": true,
"default_profile_image": false,
"following": false,
"follow_request_sent": false,
"notifications": false
},
"geo": {
"type": "Point",
"coordinates": [
37.77911694,
-122.40917176
]
},
"coordinates": {
"type": "Point",
"coordinates": [
-122.40917176,
37.77911694
]
},
"place": {
"id": "2b6ff8c22edd9576",
"url": "https://api.twitter.com/1.1/geo/id/2b6ff8c22edd9576.json",
"place_type": "neighborhood",
"name": "SoMa",
"full_name": "SoMa, San Francisco",
"country_code": "US",
"country": "United States",
"contained_within": [],
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"bounding_box": {
"type": "Polygon",
"coordinates": [ ... ]
},
"attributes": {}
},
"contributors": null,
"retweet_count": 0,
"favorite_count": 1,
"entities": {
"hashtags": [
{
"text": "oomf",
"indices": [
135,
140
]
}
],
"symbols": [],
"urls": [],
"user_mentions": []
},
"favorited": false,
"retweeted": false,
"lang": "en"
}

Example : Twitter Stream

{
"created_at": "Thu Dec 19 15:11:31 +0000 2013",
"id": 413688047654674400,
"id_str": "413688047654674432",
"text": "RT @No1shaygiven: Look at what this character @keikamara turned up wearing
this morning. Lost for words where to start!!!! http://t.co/ljwi…",
"source": "<a href=\"http://twitter.com/download/android\" rel=\"nofollow\">Twitter
for Android</a>",
"truncated": false,
"in_reply_to_status_id": null,
"in_reply_to_status_id_str": null,
"in_reply_to_user_id": null,
"in_reply_to_user_id_str": null,
"in_reply_to_screen_name": null,
"user": {
"id": 75682780,
"id_str": "75682780",
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"name": "John Brunger",
"screen_name": "JohnBrunger",
"location": "Boro",
"url": null,
"description": "Views expressed are my own and not those of Sky Sports News. Mainly
because i don't work for them... (UTB!)",
"protected": false,
"followers_count": 171,
"friends_count": 430,
"listed_count": 3,
"created_at": "Sun Sep 20 00:49:22 +0000 2009",
"favourites_count": 3,
"utc_offset": 0,
"time_zone": "London",
"geo_enabled": false,
"verified": false,
"statuses_count": 2543,
"lang": "en",
"contributors_enabled": false,
"is_translator": false,
"profile_background_color": "C0DEED",
"profile_background_image_url":
"http://abs.twimg.com/images/themes/theme1/bg.png",
"profile_background_image_url_https":
"https://abs.twimg.com/images/themes/theme1/bg.png",
"profile_background_tile": false,
"profile_image_url": "http://pbs.twimg.com/profile_images/1540383182/bmearclayspremier-leaguergrg1_normal.jpg",
"profile_image_url_https":
"https://pbs.twimg.com/profile_images/1540383182/bmearclays-premierleaguergrg1_normal.jpg",
"profile_banner_url":
"https://pbs.twimg.com/profile_banners/75682780/1355517199",
"profile_link_color": "0084B4",
"profile_sidebar_border_color": "C0DEED",
"profile_sidebar_fill_color": "DDEEF6",
"profile_text_color": "333333",
"profile_use_background_image": true,
"default_profile": true,
"default_profile_image": false,
"following": null,
"follow_request_sent": null,
"notifications": null
},
"geo": null,
"coordinates": null,
"place": null,
"contributors": null,
"retweeted_status": {
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"created_at": "Wed Dec 18 22:47:05 +0000 2013",
"id": 413440308563955700,
"id_str": "413440308563955712",
"text": "Look at what this character @keikamara turned up wearing this morning. Lost
for words where to start!!!! http://t.co/ljwikQF58A",
"source": "<a href=\"http://www.apple.com\" rel=\"nofollow\">iOS</a>",
"truncated": false,
"in_reply_to_status_id": null,
"in_reply_to_status_id_str": null,
"in_reply_to_user_id": null,
"in_reply_to_user_id_str": null,
"in_reply_to_screen_name": null,
"user": {
"id": 475826738,
"id_str": "475826738",
"name": "Shay Given",
"screen_name": "No1shaygiven",
"location": "",
"url": null,
"description": "Aston Villa & Ireland goalkeeper. Patron of @macmillancancer",
"protected": false,
"followers_count": 317739,
"friends_count": 148,
"listed_count": 1115,
"created_at": "Fri Jan 27 13:42:41 +0000 2012",
"favourites_count": 2,
"utc_offset": -36000,
"time_zone": "Hawaii",
"geo_enabled": false,
"verified": true,
"statuses_count": 754,
"lang": "en",
"contributors_enabled": false,
"is_translator": false,
"profile_background_color": "C0DEED",
"profile_background_image_url":
"http://abs.twimg.com/images/themes/theme1/bg.png",
"profile_background_image_url_https":
"https://abs.twimg.com/images/themes/theme1/bg.png",
"profile_background_tile": false,
"profile_image_url":
"http://pbs.twimg.com/profile_images/3438123308/954eb83552c322eea2a4a901e71769b
3_normal.jpeg",
"profile_image_url_https":
"https://pbs.twimg.com/profile_images/3438123308/954eb83552c322eea2a4a901e71769
b3_normal.jpeg",
"profile_banner_url":
"https://pbs.twimg.com/profile_banners/475826738/1362695145",
"profile_link_color": "0084B4",
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"profile_sidebar_border_color": "C0DEED",
"profile_sidebar_fill_color": "DDEEF6",
"profile_text_color": "333333",
"profile_use_background_image": true,
"default_profile": true,
"default_profile_image": false,
"following": null,
"follow_request_sent": null,
"notifications": null
},
"geo": null,
"coordinates": null,
"place": null,
"contributors": null,
"retweet_count": 114,
"favorite_count": 148,
"entities": {
"hashtags": [],
"symbols": [],
"urls": [],
"user_mentions": [
{
"screen_name": "keikamara",
"name": "KEI KAMARA",
"id": 42050545,
"id_str": "42050545",
"indices": [
28,
38
]
}
],
"media": [
{
"id": 413440308396183550,
"id_str": "413440308396183552",
"indices": [
105,
127
],
"media_url": "http://pbs.twimg.com/media/BbzVxR3IUAAxVCb.jpg",
"media_url_https": "https://pbs.twimg.com/media/BbzVxR3IUAAxVCb.jpg",
"url": "http://t.co/ljwikQF58A",
"display_url": "pic.twitter.com/ljwikQF58A",
"expanded_url":
"http://twitter.com/No1shaygiven/status/413440308563955712/photo/1",
"type": "photo",
"sizes": {
"large": {
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"w": 852,
"h": 1136,
"resize": "fit"
},
"medium": {
"w": 600,
"h": 800,
"resize": "fit"
},
"thumb": {
"w": 150,
"h": 150,
"resize": "crop"
},
"small": {
"w": 340,
"h": 453,
"resize": "fit"
}
}
}
]
},
"favorited": false,
"retweeted": false,
"possibly_sensitive": false,
"lang": "en"
},
"retweet_count": 0,
"favorite_count": 0,
"entities": {
"hashtags": [],
"symbols": [],
"urls": [],
"user_mentions": [
{
"screen_name": "No1shaygiven",
"name": "Shay Given",
"id": 475826738,
"id_str": "475826738",
"indices": [
3,
16
]
},
{
"screen_name": "keikamara",
"name": "KEI KAMARA",
"id": 42050545,
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"id_str": "42050545",
"indices": [
46,
56
]
}
]
},
"favorited": false,
"retweeted": false,
"filter_level": "medium",
"lang": "en"
}

Example : YouTube Search
{
"kind": "youtube#searchResult",
"etag": "\"KJzxKWJo5Mkivb-iOczuzoxz-Rk/Vspcqp3DHMT2mqaQ1-GGw8m3qa4\"",
"id": {
"kind": "youtube#video",
"videoId": "pOoy7_l2EbI"
},
"snippet": {
"publishedAt": "2014-01-02T21:37:31.000Z",
"channelId": "UCqhnX4jA0A5paNd1v-zEysw",
"title": "GoPro: Motorcyclist Attempts To Cross A Flash Flood",
"description": "Shot 100% on the HD HERO3® camera from ?http://GoPro.com. In
early September 2013, Colorado suffered severe damage from a historic flood event.?",
"thumbnails": {
"default": {
"url": "https://i.ytimg.com/vi/pOoy7_l2EbI/default.jpg"
},
"medium": {
"url": "https://i.ytimg.com/vi/pOoy7_l2EbI/mqdefault.jpg"
},
"high": {
"url": "https://i.ytimg.com/vi/pOoy7_l2EbI/hqdefault.jpg"
}
},
"channelTitle": "GoProCamera",
"liveBroadcastContent": "none"
}
}
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Example : FourSquare Search

{"venues":[
{"id":"4ac518d2f964a52026a720e3",
"name":"Hyde Park",
"contact":{
"facebook":"45011739518",
"facebookUsername":"HydeParkUK",
"facebookName":"Hyde Park"},
"location":{
"address":"Serpentine Rd",
"lat":51.50849,
"lng":-0.167862,
"distance":1432,
"postalCode":"W2 2TP",
"cc":"GB",
"city":"London",
"state":"Greater London",
"country":"United Kingdom",
"formattedAddress":["Serpentine Rd","London","Greater London","W2 2TP"]},
"categories":[{"id":"4bf58dd8d48988d163941735",
"name":"Park",
"pluralName":"Parks",
"shortName":"Park",
"icon":{"prefix":"https:\/\/ss1.4sqi.net\/img\/categories_v2\/parks_outdoors\/park_","suff
ix":".png"},
"primary":true}],
"verified":false,
"stats":{"checkinsCount":62705,"usersCount":37969,"tipCount":337},
"url":"http:\/\/www.royalparks.org.uk\/parks\/hyde-park",
"hereNow":{
"count":5,
"summary":"5 people here",
"groups":[{"type":"others","name":"Other people here","count":5,"items":[]}]},
"storeId":""}
]}

Example : Instagram Search

{
"attribution": null,
"tags": [
"squaready",
"chicken",
"foodporn"
],
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"type": "image",
"location": {
"latitude": 50.903855,
"longitude": 1.404671667
},
"comments": {
"count": 0,
"data": []
},
"filter": "Valencia",
"created_time": "1387194470",
"link": "http://instagram.com/p/h-ztyfGqJ9/",
"likes": {
"count": 4,
"data": [
{
"username": "olouiswright",
"profile_picture":
"http://images.ak.instagram.com/profiles/profile_29374325_75sq_1370226203.jpg",
"id": "29374325",
"full_name": "Louis Wright"
},
{
"username": "hannah_lewis94",
"profile_picture":
"http://images.ak.instagram.com/profiles/profile_175845660_75sq_1390137413.jpg",
"id": "175845660",
"full_name": "Hannah Lewis"
},
{
"username": "onevisa_prin",
"profile_picture":
"http://images.ak.instagram.com/profiles/profile_234859333_75sq_1388552695.jpg",
"id": "234859333",
"full_name": "onevisa_prin"
},
{
"username": "laurenxthompson",
"profile_picture":
"http://images.ak.instagram.com/profiles/profile_320000069_75sq_1386530219.jpg",
"id": "320000069",
"full_name": "Lauren Thompson"
}
]
},
"images": {
"low_resolution": {
"url":
"http://distilleryimage6.s3.amazonaws.com/e418b254664711e39e350ecbac9c2ada_6.jpg",
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"width": 306,
"height": 306
},
"thumbnail": {
"url":
"http://distilleryimage6.s3.amazonaws.com/e418b254664711e39e350ecbac9c2ada_5.jpg",
"width": 150,
"height": 150
},
"standard_resolution": {
"url":
"http://distilleryimage6.s3.amazonaws.com/e418b254664711e39e350ecbac9c2ada_8.jpg",
"width": 640,
"height": 640
}
},
"users_in_photo": [],
"caption": {
"created_time": "1387194492",
"text": "So good. #squaready #foodporn #chicken",
"from": {
"username": "megwaaaan",
"profile_picture":
"http://images.ak.instagram.com/profiles/profile_213716703_75sq_1365281708.jpg",
"id": "213716703",
"full_name": "megwaaaan"
},
"id": "612154227864281716"
},
"user_has_liked": false,
"id": "612154046326415997_213716703",
"user": {
"username": "megwaaaan",
"website": "",
"profile_picture":
"http://images.ak.instagram.com/profiles/profile_213716703_75sq_1365281708.jpg",
"full_name": "megwaaaan",
"bio": "",
"id": "213716703"
}
}
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10 APPENDIX B: JSON annotation templates for WP4
modules
This appendix contains descriptions of JSON annotations related to the WP4 context-centric
analysis. The annotation descriptions documented here will guide WP4 when publishing results
from its components. We expect these annotations to evolve over the life of the project as we both
develop more components and improve the components we have at the moment.
Deliverable 5.1 contains a definition of all the JSON annotation templates used by WP5 to structure
reports from WP2/3/4. As such this is the WP4 subset of the full D5.1 JSON annotation list.

10.1 Geospatial Context Extraction (Pre-)Processing (ITINNO)
The components described in Section 3.3 will provide different granularities of information in JSON
format.
ITINNO JSON geospatial context (location)
Prepared JSON object with the addition of itinno geoparse annotations
ITINNO JSON geospatial context
+ Prepared JSON
+ itinno:loc_set = <loc_info>
<loc_info> = [<source_loc_id>, <token_start>, <token_end>, <geom>, [<osm_id>]*N_entity,
[<linkeddata_uri>]*N_entity, {<osm_tag>:<value>}*N_tags, [<osm_id>]*N_admin_parents,
<score>, [<multi_lang_name>,...]*N_langs ]*N_locs
<geom> = OpenGIS geometry
e.g. POINT(51.123 -1.900)
<linkeddata_uri> = http://linkedgeodata.org/page/triplify/[node|way|relation]<odm_id>
<osm_tag> = osm tag name - see http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Map_Features
<score> = int = 1 + number of admin regions present in text for this location [measure of
confidence - higher is better]
note: scores are for relative ranking and filtering. they are not normalized values that can
be meaningfully compared with other types of score.

ITINNO geospatial context (location + geo-classification)
JSON object containing itinno geoparse and classification annotations.
ITINNO geospatial context
+ itinno:item_id = unique ITINNO item_id for content item
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+ itinno:loc_set = <loc_info>
+ itinno:class_set = { <class> : <score> } * N_class
<class> = class label
e.g. past | present | future | none
e.g. first person | third party
<score> = float = 0..1 = probability returned by classifier
note: scores are for relative ranking and filtering. they are not normalized values that can
be meaningfully compared with other types of score.

10.2 Geospatial Topic model (UKob)
JSON object containing UKOB topic annotations (see Section 3.4).
UKOB topic context
+ itinno:item_id = unique ITINNO item_id for content item
+ ukob:topic_set = [ topic_id, topic, <score_topic> ] * N_topic
<score_topic> = float = likelihood of topic
note: scores are for relative ranking and filtering. they are not normalized values that can
be meaningfully compared with other types of score.

10.3 Multimedia Geolocator (CERTH)
JSON annotations of the module for adding geotags to multimedia content items (see Section 3.5).
CERTH geospatial context (location)
JSON object containing CERTH multimedia geolocation annotations.

CERTH geospatial context (location)
+ itinno:item_id = unique ITINNO item_id for content item
+ certh:loc_set = [ source_loc_id, loc_name, geom, <score> ] * N_geolocation
<score> = float = 0..1 = geolocation confidence
<geom> = OpenGIS geometry
e.g. POINT(51.123 -1.900)
note: normalized scores can be used for data fusion. other types of scores can be used for
relative ranking and filtering.
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CERTH geospatial context (feature)
JSON object containing CERTH tag based language models.

CERTH topic context
+ itinno:item_id = unique ITINNO item_id for content item
+ certh:tag_set = [tag_id, tag_name, <relevance_score>] * N_tags
<score> = float = 0..1 = geolocation confidence
<relevance_score> = float = 0..1 = tag relevance value

JSON object containing CERTH multimedia concept detection annotations.

CERTH geospatial context (feature)
+ itinno:item_id = unique ITINNO item_id for content item
+ certh:concept_set = [
{<tag>:<value>}*N_osm_tags,
[<tag>]*N_caltech_tags,
[<tag>]*N_nuswide_tags,
<concept_score> ]*N_concept
<value> = value specializing the OSM tag category
<concept_score> = float = 0..1 = concept identification confidence value
note: OSM tags also have values that specialize them (e.g. {natural:beach},
{shop:supermarket} ), whereas CALTECH and NUSWIDE use a simple list of categories
note: normalized scores can be used for data fusion. other types of scores can be used for
relative ranking and filtering.

10.4 Focused Geospatial Exploration (UKob)
JSON object containing UKOB geospatial linked data annotations (see Section 3.6):

UKob geospatial context
+ itinno:item_id = unique ITINNO item_id for content item
+ ukob:explored_entity_urls = <linkeddata_uri>*N
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10.5 Social Context Model for Users (UKob)
At the current state it is foreseen to provide the following minimum information for content items
which can be generated for all discussion style communities (see Section 4.3):
UKOB social context based on interaction between users and content items
+ itinno:item_id = unique ITINNO item_id for content item
+ ukob:response_count = integer count of responses (as far as known)
+ ukob:bidir_discussion = Boolean
+ ukob:distance_to_discussion_root = integer depth in the discussion tree

For users we intend to provide similar minimal annotations based on purely structural information:
UKOB social context based on interaction among users
+ itinno:author_id = site specific id of content author
+ ukob:contribution_count = integer; absolute number of contributions
+ ukob:initiated_thread_count = integer; absolute number of started discussions
+ ukob:avg_post_per_thread = float; average number of contributions in a discussion
+ ukob:stddev_post_per_thread = float; standard deviation of the number of
contributions in a discussion
+ ukob:indegree_ratio = float; ratio of users replying to this user
+ ukob:post_reply_ratio = float; ratio of posts that receive a reply
+ ukob:thread_initiation_ratio = float; ratio of posts of user starting a thread
+ ukob:bidir_thread_ratio = float; ratio of thread where the user has a bi-directional
disucssion
+ ukob:bidir_neighbour_ratio = float; ratio of users that interact with the user in a bidirectional way

10.6 Social Context Model for Content (CERTH)
JSON object containing CERTH social context annotations. The social media context describes a
cluster of activity (e.g. likes, upvotes ...) around a single content item. We envision the following
output fields of the Multimedia Modality Extractor module (see Section 4.4).
CERTH social context
+ itinno:item_id = unique ITINNO item_id for content item
+ certh:context_id = unique context cluster id containing this items activity
+ certh:implicated_user_count = number of unique users interacting with content
+ certh:upvote_count = number of upvotes for content
+ certh:popularity = content popularity is a simple score/measure based on implicated
user and upvote counts (see D4.1, sec. 4.5.2)
+ certh:comment_count = count of content item comments
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+ certh:diffusion_complexity = float = measure that characterizes the complexity of the
diffusion tree (see D4.1, sec. 4.5.3)
+ certh:influence = score of this content item influence (see D4.1, sec. 4.5.2)
+ certh:user_recurrence_index = float = 0..1 = measure that characterizes user recurrence
to a discussion (see D4.1, sec. 4.5.3)
+ certh:effective_contributor_count = float = measure that approximates the active
contributors in the discussion, in contrast to one-time contributors (see D4.1, sec. 4.5.3)
+ certh:discussion_complexity = float = measure that characterizes the complexity of the
discussion tree (see D4.1, sec. 4.5.3)
+ certh:community_cohesion = float = 0..1 = measure that characterizes the
density/cohesion of the implicated user underlying network (see D4.1, sec. 4.5.3)
+ certh:controversiality = score of how controversial a content item is (see D4.1, sec. 4.5.2)
+ certh:temporal_statistics = [ start_time, end_time, <diffusion_complexity_rate>,
<discussion_complexity_rate>, <popularity_trend>, <influence_trend>,
<controversiality_trend> ]
<diffusion_complexity_rate>= float = rate of change of diffusion complexity in a pre-defined
time frame, e.g. 24 hrs (see D4.1, sec. 4.5.4)
<discussion_complexity_rate>= float = rate of change of discussion complexity in a predefined time frame, e.g. 24 hrs (see D4.1, sec. 4.5.4)
<popularity_trend>= float = 0..1 = normalized score of popularity trend prediction in a predefined time frame, e.g. 24 hrs (see D4.1, sec. 4.5.4)
<influence_trend>= float = 0..1 = normalized score of influence trend prediction in a predefined time frame, e.g. 24 hrs (see D4.1, sec. 4.5.4)
<controversiality_trend>= float = 0..1 = normalized score of controversiality trend
prediction in a pre-defined time frame, e.g. 24 hrs (see D4.1, sec. 4.5.4)

10.7 User Language Model (UKob)
Once the method for user language models (see Section 5.3) has been demonstrated to provide
suitable and reliable results we envision an output of the following format:
UKOB user language models
+ itinno:item_id = unique itinnoitem_id for content item
+ ukob:user_glm_perplexity = float = perplexity of GLM trained for author in explaining
the given content item
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